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Preface
Welcome to the Cisco Policy Suite Operations Guide.
This document describes operations, maintenance, and troubleshooting activities for the various VM servers in the Cisco
Policy Suite (CPS). This document assists system administrators and network engineers to operate and monitor the
Policy Server.
This document assumes a general understanding of network architecture, configuration, and operations. Instructions for
installation and use of CPS and related equipment assume that the reader has experience with electronics and electrical
appliance installation.

Audience
This guide is best used by these readers:


Network administrators



Network engineers



Network operators



System administrators

This document assumes a general understanding of network architecture, configuration, and operations.

Additional Support
For further documentation and support:


Contact your Cisco Systems, Inc. technical representative.



Call the Cisco Systems, Inc. technical support number.



Write to Cisco Systems, Inc. at support@cisco.com.



Refer to support matrix at http://www.support.cisco.com and to other documents related to Cisco Policy Suite.

Terms and Definitions
This document uses certain terms and definitions specific to the CPS software application. For common Glossary of
Terms, refer to http://wwwin.cisco.com/tech/EngCoE/cpdm/glossary.shtml.

Version Control Software
Cisco Policy Builder uses version control software to manage its various data repositories. The default installed version
control software is Subversion, which is provided in your installation package.

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Preface
Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request

Conventions
This document uses the following conventions.
Table 1

Conventions

Conventions

Indication

bold font

Commands and keywords and user-entered text appear in bold font.

italic font

Document titles, new or emphasized terms, and arguments for which you supply values are in
italic font.

[ ]

Elements in square brackets are optional.

{x | y | z }

Required alternative keywords are grouped in braces and separated by vertical bars.

[x|y|z]

Optional alternative keywords are grouped in brackets and separated by vertical bars.

string

A nonquoted set of characters. Do not use quotation marks around the string or the string will
include the quotation marks.

courier font

Terminal sessions and information the system displays appear in courier font.

< >

Nonprinting characters such as passwords are in angle brackets.

[ ]

Default responses to system prompts are in square brackets.

!, #

An exclamation point (!) or a pound sign (#) at the beginning of a line of code indicates a
comment line.

Note: Means reader take note. Notes contain helpful suggestions or references to material not covered in the manual.
Caution: Means reader be careful. In this situation, you might perform an action that could result in equipment
damage or loss of data.
Warning: IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Means danger. You are in a situation that could cause bodily injury. Before you work on any equipment, be aware of
the hazards involved with electrical circuitry and be familiar with standard practices for preventing accidents. Use
the statement number provided at the end of each warning to locate its translation in the translated safety warnings
that accompanied this device.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Regulatory: Provided for additional information and to comply with regulatory and customer requirements.

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation at:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/general/whatsnew/whatsnew.html.
Subscribe to What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which lists all new and revised Cisco technical
documentation as an RSS feed and delivers content directly to your desktop using a reader application. The RSS feeds
are a free service.
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This chapter includes the following sections:
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Control Center Access, page 14



Backing Up and Restoring, page 18



Adding or Replacing Hardware, page 18



Adding a New Disk, page 18
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Additional Documents, page 46

Starting and Stopping
This section describes several start and stop tasks for the Cisco Policy Server.


Starting VMs using VMware GUI, page 6



Restarting the Cisco Policy Server, page 6



Shutting Down the Cisco Policy Server, page 8

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Switching Active and Standby Load Balancers, page 12

Starting VMs using VMware GUI
To start VMs using the GUI:
1. Start a VMware vSphere session.
2. Right-click the VM and select Power > Power On, as shown:

3. After the VM has started, log in to the VM from Cluster Manager and verify that the processes are running.

Restarting the Cisco Policy Server
CPS is composed of a cluster of nodes and services. This section describes how to restart the different services running
on various CPS nodes.

Restarting Database Services
Each database port and configuration is defined in the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file.
The scripts that start/stop the database services can be found in the /etc/init.d/ directory on the CPS nodes.
1. To stop and start a database, login to each Session Manager Server and execute the following commands:
For example, to restart the sessionmgr 27717 DB, execute:
service sessionmgr-27717 stop
service sessionmgr-27717 start
or:
service sessionmgr-27717 restart
Note: It is important not to stop and start all the databases in the same replica set in the same time. As a best practice,
stop and start databases one at a time to avoid service interruption.
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Restarting QNS Services
Restarting All QNS Services
To restart all qns services on all VMs, from the Cluster Manager, execute:
/var/qps/bin/control/restartall.sh
Note: This script only restarts the qns services. It does not restart any other services.
Use summaryall.sh or statusall.sh to see details about these services.

Restarting All QNS Services on a Specific VM
To restart all qns services on a single CPS VM, from the Cluster Manager, execute:
/var/qps/bin/control/restartqns.sh <hostname>
where <hostname> is the CPS node name of the VM (qns01, qns02, lb01, pcrfclient01, etc.).

Restarting Individual QNS Services on a Specific VM
To restart a single qns service:
1. Login to the specific VM.
2. To determine what qns services are currently running on the VM, execute:
monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 1d 17h 18m
Process
Process
Process
Process

'qns-4'
'qns-3'
'qns-2'
'qns-1'

Running
Running
Running
Running

3. Execute the following commands to stop and start the individual qns process:
monit stop qns-<instance id>
monit start qns-<instance id>

Restarting Services Managed by Monit
The Monit service manages many of the services on each CPS VM.
To see a list of services managed by monit on a VM, login to the specific VM and execute:
monit summary
To stop and start all services managed by monit, login to the specific VM and execute the following commands:
monit stop all
monit start all
To stop and start a specific service managed by monit, login to the specific VM and execute the following commands:
monit stop <service_name>
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monit start <service_name>
where <service_name> is the name as shown in the output of the monit summary command.

Restarting Other Services
Restarting Subversion
To restart Subversion (SVN) on pcrfclient nodes, execute:
service httpd restart

Restarting Policy Builder
To restart Policy Builder on pcrfclient nodes (pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02), execute:
monit stop qns-2
monit start qns-2

Restarting Control Center
To restart Control Center on pcrfclient nodes (pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02), execute:
monit stop qns-1
monit start qns-1

Restarting Services on Policy Director/Load Balancer (lb01 and lb02)
The following commands are used to restart the services on the Policy Director (Load Balancer) nodes only (lb01 and
lb02).
1. Login to lb01/lb02.
2. To restart the service that controls the virtual IPs (lbvip01 and lbvip02 are virtual IP addresses shared between lb01
and lb02 for High Availability), execute the following command:
service corosync restart
3. To restart the service that balances and forwards IP traffic (port forwarding service) from lb01/lb02 to other CPS
nodes, execute:
service haproxy restart

Shutting Down the Cisco Policy Server
The following sections describe the commands to shut down the Cisco Policy Server nodes.

Shutting Down VMs
To shut down individual VMs:

lb or qns Nodes
1. SSH to the lbxx or qnsxx node from Cluster Manager:
ssh lbxx/qnsxx
2. Stop all CPS processes on the node:
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/usr/bin/monit stop all
3. Check the status of all the processes. Verify that all processes are stopped before proceeding.
/usr/bin/monit status all
4. Stop the monit process:
service monit stop
5. Shut down lbxx/qnsxx:
shutdown -h now

pcrfclient Nodes
1. SSH to the pcrfclientxx node from Cluster Manager:
ssh pcrfclientxx
2. Stop all CPS processes on the node:
/usr/bin/monit stop all
3. Check the status of all the processes. Verify that all processes are stopped before proceeding.
/usr/bin/monit status all
4. Stop the monit process:
service monit stop
5. Stop the licenses process.
service lmgrd stop
6. Shut down pcrfclientxx:
shutdown -h now

sessionmgr Nodes
1. SSH to the sessionmgrxx node from Cluster Manager:
ssh sessionmgrxx
2. Stop all CPS processes on the node:
/usr/bin/monit stop all
3. Check the status of all the processes. Verify that all processes are stopped before proceeding.
/usr/bin/monit status all
4. Stop the monit process:
service monit stop
5. For CPS nodes, such as sessionMgrs, there are mongo processes running that require special steps to stop. First,
determine which processes are running by executing:
ls /etc/init.d/sessionmgr*
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6. Make sure the mongo replica set is in secondary:
/usr/bin/mongo --port $PORT --eval “rs.stepDown(10)”
where, PORT is the port number found in the previous step, such as 27717.
7. Stop the mongodb processes.
For example,
service sessionmgr-27717 stop
8. Shut down sessionmgrxx.
shutdown -h now

Recovering After a Power Outage
In the event of a controlled or uncontrolled power outage, the following power on procedures should be followed to bring
the system up properly.
1. Power on Cluster Manager.
2. Power on Control Center node 1.
3. Power on all Session Manager nodes.
4. Validate that the databases are all online by running:
diagnostics.sh --get_replica_status
5. Power on Policy Director (Load Balancer) node 2 (lb02).
6. Power on Policy Director (Load Balancer) node 1 (lb01).
7. Power on QNS nodes.
8. Power on Control Center node 2.
9. On Control Center node 1, run the following command to reinitialize the services:
monit stop all
monit start all
10. Run diagnostics.sh to validate system is functioning properly.

Recovery Control
Due to the operational inter-dependencies within the CPS, it is necessary for some CPS services and components to
become active before others.
CPS can monitor the state of the cluster through the various stages of startup. It also includes functionality to allow the
system to gracefully recover from unexpected outages.

Cluster State Monitoring
CPS can monitor the state of the services and components of the cluster from the pcrfclient VMs. By default, this
functionality is disabled.
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This functionality can be enabled by setting the cluster_state_monitor option to true in the CPS Deployment Template
(Excel spreadsheet).
To update an existing deployment to support this functionality, modify this setting in your CPS Deployment Template and
redeploy the csv files as described in CPS Installation Guide.
This monitoring system reports the state of the system as an integer value as described in the following table:
Table 1

Cluster Manager Monitoring

Cluster
State

Description

Values

0

unknown state/pre-inspection state

The system will report ‘0’ until both conditions have been met
under ‘1’: lbvip02 is UP AND DBs are accessible.
Various systems can be coming online while a ‘0’ state is
being reported and does not automatically indicate an error.
Even if the system cannot proceed to ‘1’ state, Policy Builder
and Control Center UIs should be available in order to
manage or troubleshoot the system.

1

lbvip02 is alive

All backend databases must be available and the lbvip02
interface must be UP for the system to report this state.

and
all DBs in
/etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg have an
accessible primary
2

lbvip02 port 61616 is accepting TCP
connections

Backend qns processes access lbvip02 on this port. When
this port is activated, it indicates that qns processes can
proceed to start.

3

at least 50% of backend QNS processes
are alive

Once sufficient capacity is available from the backend
processes, the diameter protocol endpoint processes are
allowed to start.

The current cluster state is reported in the following file on the pcrfclient: /var/run/broadhop.cluster_state
The determine_cluster_state command logs output of the cluster state monitoring process into
/var/log/broadhop/determine_cluster_state.log.

Controlled Startup
In addition to the monitoring functionality, there is new functionality which uses the cluster state to regulate the
startup of some of the CPS services pending the appropriate state of the cluster.
By default this functionality is disabled. It can be enabled for the entire CPS cluster, or for troubleshooting purposes
can be enabled or disabled on a per-VM basis.
Note: Cluster State Monitoring must be enabled for Controlled Startup to function.

Enable/Disable For All VMs in Cluster
The Controlled Startup functionality is enabled by the presence of the /etc/broadhop/cluster_state file.
To enable this feature on all CPS VMs in the cluster, execute the following commands on the Cluster Manager VM to
create this file, and use the syncconfig.sh script to push those changes out to the other VMs.
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touch /etc/broadhop/cluster_state
syncconfig.sh
To disable this feature on all VMs in the cluster, remove the cluster_state file on the Cluster Manager VM and sync the
configuration:
rm /etc/broadhop/cluster_state
syncconfig.sh

Enable/Disable For Specific VM
To enable this feature on a specific VM, create a /etc/broadhop/cluster_state file on the VM:
touch /etc/broadhop/cluster_state
To disable this feature again on a specific VM, delete the /etc/broadhop/cluster_state file on the VM:
rm /etc/broadhop/cluster_state
Note: This is temporary measure and should only be used for diagnostic purposes. Local modifications to a VM can be
overwritten under various circumstances, such as running syncconfig.sh.

Switching Active and Standby Load Balancers
In CPS, the active and standby strategy applies only to the load balancers. The following are the two load balancers in
the system:


lb01



lb02

Determining the Active Load Balancer
To determine which Load Balancer is active:
1. Log in to the pcrfclient01 VM.
2. Run the following command to SSH to the active load balancer (typically lb01):
ssh lbvip01
3. You can also confirm an active load balancer by ensuring it has the virtual IP (VIP) associated with it by running the
following command:
ifconfig -a
If you see the eth0:0 or eth1:0 interfaces present in the list and marked as “UP” then that is the active LB.
For example:
eth0:0
-->

Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:0C:29:CD:7E:4C
inet addr:172.26.241.240 Bcast:172.26.241.255 Mask:255.255.254.0
UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1

The passive or standby load balancer will not have active VIPs shown in the ifconfig -a output (no eth0:0 and eth1:0).
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Switching Standby and Active Load Balancer
To trigger a switchover between the active and standby load balancers:
1. Log in to the active Load Balancer VM. See Determining the Active Load Balancer, page 12 for details to determine
which LB is active.
2. Restart the Heartbeat service using the following command:
service corosync restart
This command will force the failover of the VIP from the active load balancer to the standby load balancer.
3. To confirm the switchover, SSH to the other load balancer VM and run the following command to determine if the
VIP is now associated with this VM:
ifconfig -a
If you see the eth0:0 or eth1:0 interfaces in the list and marked as “UP” then that is the active LB.

Multi-user Policy Builder
Multiple users can be logged into Policy Builder at the same time.
In the event that two users attempt to make changes on same screen and one user saves their changes to the client
repository, the other user may receive errors. In such cases the user must return to the login page, revert the
configuration, and repeat their changes.
This section covers the following topics:


Create Users, page 13



Revert Configuration, page 13

Create Users
1. Login to the Cluster Manager.
2. Add a user to CPS by executing:
adduser.sh
3. When prompted for the user’s group, set ‘qns-svn’ for read-write permissions or ‘qns-ro’ for read-only permissions.


To check if a user already exists, login in as root and enter ‘su <username>’.



To check a user’s ‘groups’, enter ‘groups <username>’.



To change a user’s password, use the change_passwd.sh command.

Refer to CPS Commands, page 97 for more information about these commands.

Revert Configuration
The user can revert the configuration if changes since the last publish/save to client repository are not wanted.
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This can also be necessary in the case of a ‘syn conflict’ error where both pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02 are in use at the
same time by different users and publish/save to client repository changes to the same file. The effect of reverting
changes is that all changes since the publish/save to client repository will be undone.
1. On the Policy Builder login screen, verify the user for which changes need to be reverted is correct. This can be done
by clicking Edit and verifying that the Username and Password fields are correct.

2. Click Revert.
The following confirmation dialog opens.

3. Click OK to revert back to the earlier configuration. The following dialog confirms that the changes are reverted
successfully.

Control Center Access
After the installation is complete, you need to configure the Control Center access. This is designed to give the customer
a customized Control Center username.

Adding a Control Center User
1. Login to Cluster Manager VM.
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2. Execute the following script to add a Control Center user.
/var/qps/bin/support/adduser.sh
Note: To add a user with 'read/write' access to Control Center, their group should be 'qns'. To add a user with 'read'
access to Control Center, their group should be 'qns-ro'.
Example:
/var/qps/bin/support/adduser.sh
Enter username: username
Enter group for the user: groupname
Enter password: password
Re-enter password: password

The above example adds username to all the VMs in the cluster.

Update Control Center Mapping
This section describes updating Control Center mapping of read-write/read-only to user groups (Default: qns and qns-ro
respectively)
1. Login to Cluster Manager VM.
2. Update /etc/broadhop/authentication-provider.xml to include the group mapping for the group you want to use.
Note: Make sure that this group exists on at least the qns VMs or adding users will fail due to no group available (there
should be an entry in /etc/group).
In the following example, the 'test' group has been added as an read-write mapping for Control Center - updated line
in bold:
<beans:beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/security"
xmlns:beans="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
classpath:/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/spring-beans-3.0.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/security
classpath:/org/springframework/security/config/spring-security-3.0.xsd">
<beans:bean id="authenticationProvider"
class="com.broadhop.ui.security.server.pam.PamAuthenticationProvider">
<!-- change the key value to be the customer's role that maps to the cisco role. -->
<beans:property name="roleMap">
<beans:map>
<beans:entry key="qns" value="ROLE_SUMADMIN" />
<beans:entry key="test" value="ROLE_SUMADMIN" />
<beans:entry key="qns-ro" value="ROLE_READONLY" />
</beans:map>
</beans:property>
</beans:bean>
<authentication-manager>
<authentication-provider ref="authenticationProvider" />
</authentication-manager>
</beans:beans>

3. Run syncconfig.sh to put this file on all VMS
4. Restart CPS system, so that the changes done above are reflected in VMs
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restartall.sh
To add a new user to Control Center and specify the group you've specified in the configuration file above in Step 3, refer
to Adding a Control Center User, page 14.

Multiple Concurrent User Sessions
CPS Control Center supports session limits per user. If the user exceeds the configured session limit, they are not allowed
to login. CPS also provides notifications to the user when other users are already logged in.
When a user logs in to Control Center, a Welcome message displays at the top of the screen. A session counter is shown
next to the username. This represents the number of login sessions for this user. In the following example, this user is
logged in only once ( [1] ).

The user can click the session counter ([1]) link to view details for the session(s), as shown below.

When another user is already logged in with same username, a notification displays for the second user in the bottom
right corner of the screen, as shown below.

The first user also receives a notification, as shown, and the session counter is updated to [2].
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.

These notifications are not displayed in real time; CPS updates this status every 30 seconds.

Configure Session Limit
The session limit can be configured by runtime argument which can be configured in qns.conf file.
-Dcc.user.session.limit=3 (default value is 5)

Configure Session Timeout
The default session timeout can be changed by editing the following file on the QNS instance:
./opt/broadhop/qns-1/plugins/com.broadhop.ui_3.5.0.release/war/WEB-INF/web.xml
<!-- timeout after 15 mins of inactivity -->
<session-config>
<session-timeout>15</session-timeout>
<cookie-config>
<http-only>true</http-only>
</cookie-config>
</session-config>

Note: The same timeout value must be entered on all qns instances.
When the number of sessions of the user exceeds the session limit, the user is not allowed to log in and receives the
message “Max session limit per user exceed!”
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Important Notes
If a user does not log out and then closes their browser, the session remains alive on the server until the session times
out. When the session time out occurs, the session is deleted from the memcached server. The default session timeout
is 15 minutes. This is the idle time after which session is automatically deleted.
When a QNS instance is restarted, all user/session details are cleared.
When the memcached server is restarted but not the QNS instances, all http sessions on the QNS instance are
invalidated. In this case user is asked to re-login and after that new session is created.

Backing Up and Restoring
As a part of routine operations, it is important to make backups so that in the event of failures, the system can be restored.
Do not store backups on system nodes.
For detailed information about backup and restore procedures, see the Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide.

Adding or Replacing Hardware
Hardware replacement is usually performed by the hardware vendor with whom your company holds a support contract.
Hardware support is not provided by Cisco. The contact persons and scheduling for replacing hardware is made by your
company.
Before replacing hardware, always make a backup. See the Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide.
Unless you have a readily available backup solution, use VMware Data Recovery. This solution, provided by VMware
under a separate license, is easily integrated into your CPS environment.
The templates you download from the Cisco repository are partially pre-configured but require further configuration. Your
Cisco technical representative can provide you with detailed instructions.
Note: You can download the VMware software and documentation from the following location:
www.VMware.com

Adding a New Disk
This section describes the procedures needed to add a new disk to a 7.x VM.

Prerequisites


All the VMs were created using the 7.x deployment process.



This procedure assumes the datastore that will be used to have the virtual disk has sufficient space to add the virtual
disk.



This procedure assumes the datastore has been mounted to the VMware ESX server, regardless of the backend NAS
device (SAN or iSCSI, etc).
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ESX Server Configuration
1. Login to the ESX server shell, make sure the datastore has enough space:
vmkfstools -c 4g /vmfs/volumes/datastore_name/VMNAME/xxxx.vmdk -d thin
2. Execute vim-cmd vmsvc/getallvms to get the vmid of the VM where the disk needs to be added.
Vmid
173

Name

File

Guest OS

Version Annotation

vminstaller-AIO [datastore5] vminstaller-AIO/vminstaller-AIO.vmx centos64Guest vmx-08

3. Assign the disk to the VM, xxx is the disk name, warning, the 0 and 1 indicate the SCSI device number. In this
example, let us assume that this is the second disk:
vim-cmd vmsvc/device.diskaddexisting vmid /vmfs/volumes/path to xxxx.vmdk 0 1

Target VM Configuration
1. Log in as root user on your Linux virtual machine.
2. Open a terminal session.
3. Execute df command to examine the current disks that are mounted and accessible.
4. Create an ext4 file system on the new disk:
# mkfs -t ext4 /dev/sdb
Note: b in /dev/sdb is the second SCSI disk.
It warns that you are performing this operation on an entire device, not a partition. That is correct, as you created a
single virtual disk of the intended size. This is assuming you have specified the correct device.
Note: Make sure you have selected the right device, there is no undo.
5. Execute fdisk command to verify the existence of the disk you created:
# fdisk -l
6. Execute the following command to create a mount point for the new disk:
# mkdir /<NewDirectoryName>
7. Execute the following command to display the current /etc/fstab:
# cat /etc/fstab
8. Execute the following command to add the disk to /etc/fstab so that it is available across reboots:
/dev/sdb /<NewDirectoryName> ext4 defaults 1 3
9. Reboot VM.
shutdown -r now
10. Execute df command to check the file system is mounted and the new directory is available.
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Update the collectd process to use the new file system to store KPIs.
After the disk is added successfully, collectd can use the new disk to store the KPIs.
1. SSH into pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02.
2. Execute the following command to open the logback.xml for editing:
vi /etc/collectd.d/logback.xml
3. Update the file element <file> with the new directory that was added in the /etc/fstab.
4. Execute the following command to restart collectd.
monit restart collectd
Note: The content of logback.xml would be overwritten to the default path after a new upgrade. Please make sure
to come back and update it after upgrade.

Publishing Data
This section describes publishing Cisco Policy Builder data to the Cisco Policy Server.
Publishing data occurs in the Cisco Policy Builder client interface, but affects the Cisco Policy Server.
Refer to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for steps to publish data to the server.
Cisco Policy Builder manages data stored in two areas:


The Client Repository stores data captured from the Policy Builder GUI in Subversion. This is a place where trial
configurations can be developed and saved without affecting the operation of the Cisco Policy Builder server data.
The default URL is: http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration



The Server Repository is where a ‘copy’ of the client repository is created/updated and where the CPS Server picks
up changes. This is done on “Publish” from Policy Builder.
Note: Publishing will also do a “Save to Client Repository” to ensure the Policy Builder and Server configurations are
not out of sync.
The default URL is: http://pcrfclient01/repos/run

HAProxy
HAProxy is an opensource load balancer used in High Availability (HA) and Geographic Redundancy (GR) CPS
deployments. It is used by the CPS Load Balancers to forward IP traffic from lb01/lb02 to other CPS nodes. HAProxy runs
on the active Load Balancer (LB) VM.
Documentation for HAProxy is available at: http://www.haproxy.org/#docs

HAProxy Service Operations
Diagnostics
For a general diagnostics check of the HAProxy service, run the following command from any VM in the cluster (except
portal or sessionmgr):
diagnostics.sh --ha_proxy
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QPS Diagnostics Multi-Node Environment
--------------------------Ping Check for qns01...[PASS]
Ping Check for qns02...[PASS]
Ping Check for qns03...[PASS]
Ping Check for qns04...[PASS]
Ping Check for lb01...[PASS]
Ping Check for lb02...[PASS]
Ping Check for sessionmgr01...[PASS]
Ping Check for sessionmgr02...[PASS]
Ping Check for sessionmgr03...[PASS]
Ping Check for sessionmgr04...[PASS]
Ping Check for pcrfclient01...[PASS]
Ping Check for pcrfclient02...[PASS]
HA Multi-Node Environment
--------------------------Checking HAProxy status...[PASS]

Service Commands
Note: The following commands must be issued from the lb01 or lb02 VM:
To check the status of the HAProxy services, run the following command.
service haproxy status
[root@host-lb01 ~]# service haproxy status
haproxy (pid 10005) is running...

To stop the HAProxy service, run the following command.
service haproxy stop
To restart the HAProxy service, run the following command.
service haproxy restart

HAProxy Statistics
To view HAProxy statistics, open a browser and navigate to the following URL:
http://<lbvip01>:5540/haproxy?stats

Customizing HAProxy
To customize HAProxy in your CPS deployment, you must make changes to the HAProxy configuration files on the Cluster
Manager and then push the changes out to the Load Balancer VMs.
Once deployed, the HAProxy configuration files are stored locally on the Load Balancer VMs at /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg.
1. Log in to the Cluster Manager.
2. Create a backup of the HAProxy configuration file before continuing:
cp /var/qps/install/current/puppet/modules/qps/templates/etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg
/var/qps/install/current/puppet/modules/qps/templates/etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg-bak-<date>
3. Edit the following file as needed:
/var/qps/install/current/puppet/modules/qps/templates/etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg
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By default, the logging level is set as error (err), as shown in the following line:
log

127.0.0.1

local1 err

The log level can be adjusted to any of the following log levels as needed:
emerg alert crit err warning notice info debug
4. Run build_all.sh to rebuild the CPS VM packages.
5. Run reinit.sh to trigger all VMs to download the latest software and configuration from the Cluster Manager.

Unified API Security: Access Privileges
By default, the CPS Unified API does not require username and password authentication. To enable authentication, refer
to Enable Authentication for Unified API, page 22.
There are two options to include a username and password in an API request:


Include the username and password directly in the request. For example:
https://<username>:<password>@<lbvip02>:8443/ua/soap



Add an authentication header to the request:
Authorization: Basic <base64 encoded value of username:password>
For example:

wget -d -O - --header="Authorization: Basic cG9ydGFXNjbzEyMwo=" https://lbvip02:8443/ua/soap/keepalive

Enable Authentication for Unified API
Note: HAProxy is used to secure and balance calls to the CPS Unified API.
To configure Unified API authentication:
1. Back up the /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg file before making modifications in the following steps.
2. Edit /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg on lb01/lb02 and add a userlist with at least one username and password.
Use the following syntax:
userlist <userlist name>
user <username1> password <encrypted password>
user <username2> insecure-password <plain text password>
For example:
userlist L1
user apiuser password $6$eC8mFOWMcRnQo7FQ$C053tv5T2mPlmGAta0ukH87MpK9aLPtWgCEK
To generate an encrypted password, run the following command:
/sbin/grub-crypt --sha-512
For example:
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[root@host ~]# /sbin/grub-crypt --sha-512
Password:
Retype password:
<encrypted password output>
3. Edit /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg on lb01/lb02 to configure HAProxy to require authentication. Add the following 4
lines to the haproxy.cfg file.
acl validateAuth http_auth(<userlist_name>)
acl unifiedAPI path_beg -i /ua/soap
http-request allow if !unifiedAPI
http-request auth unless validateAuth

Note: The userlist created in step 2 above needs to mapped with the acl in the following line:
acl validateAuth http_auth(<userlist name>)

For example:
frontend https-api
description Unified API
bind lbvip01:8443 ssl crt /etc/ssl/certs/quantum.pem
default_backend api_servers
reqadd X-Forwarded-Proto:\ https if { ssl_fc }
backend api_servers
mode http
balance roundrobin
option httpclose
option abortonclose
option httpchk GET /ua/soap/keepalive
server qns01_A qns01:8080 check inter 30s
server qns02_A qns02:8080 check inter 30s
server qns03_A qns03:8080 check inter 30s
server qns04_A qns04:8080 check inter 30s
acl validateAuth http_auth(L1)
acl unifiedAPI path_beg -i /ua/soap
http-request allow if !unifiedAPI
http-request auth unless validateAuth

The configuration above applies authentication on context /ua/soap which is the URL path of the Unified API.
Note: The haproxy.cfg file is generated by the puppet tool. Any manual changes to the file in lb01/lb02 would be
reverted if the pupdate or vm-init scripts are run.

WSDL and Schema Documentation
In order to access the Unified API WSDL while using authentication, change the following line:
acl unifiedAPI path_beg -i /ua/soap
to
acl unifiedAPI path_beg -i /ua/.
The default address for the WSDL is https://<lbvip01>:8443/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.wsdl
The Unified API contains full documentation in an html format that is compatible with all major browsers.
The default address is https://<lbvip01>:8443/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.xsd
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Note: Run the about.sh command from the Cluster Manager to display the actual addresses as configured in your
deployment.

Enabling Unified API Access on HTTP Port 8080
CPS 7.x onward uses HTTPS on port 8443 for Unified API access. To enable HTTP support (like pre-7.0) on port 8080,
perform the following steps:
Note: Make sure to open port 8080 if firewall is used on the setup.
1. Create the following directories (ignore File exists error), on Cluster Manager:
/bin/mkdir -p /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/templates/etc/haproxy
/bin/mkdir -p /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/templates/etc/monit.d
/bin/mkdir -p /var/qps/env_config/nodes

2. Create the file /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/templates/etc/haproxy/haproxy-soaphttp.erb
with the following contents on Cluster Manager:
Note:
—

Change XXXX with the Unified API interface hostname or IP

—

In this example, we are adding 10 QNS servers. You can add/remove the number of QNS servers depending on
your network requirements.

global
daemon
nbproc
1
# number of processing cores
stats socket /tmp/haproxy-soaphttp
defaults
timeout client
60000ms
# maximum inactivity time on the client side
timeout server
180000ms
# maximum inactivity time on the server side
timeout connect
60000ms
# maximum time to wait for a connection attempt to a server to
succeed
log

127.0.0.1

local1 err

listen pcrf_proxy XXXX:8080 ----------- > where, XXXX, is Unified API interface hostname or IP
mode http
balance roundrobin
option httpclose
option abortonclose
option httpchk GET /ua/soap/KeepAlive
server qns01_A qns01:8080 check inter 30s
server qns02_A qns02:8080 check inter 30s
server qns03_A qns03:8080 check inter 30s
server qns04_A qns04:8080 check inter 30s
server qns05_A qns05:8080 check inter 30s
server qns06_A qns06:8080 check inter 30s
server qns07_A qns07:8080 check inter 30s
server qns08_A qns08:8080 check inter 30s
server qns09_A qns09:8080 check inter 30s
server qns10_A qns10:8080 check inter 30s

3. Create the file /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/templates/etc/monit.d/haproxy-soaphttp with
the following contents on Cluster Manager:
check process haproxy-soaphttp with pidfile /var/run/haproxy-soaphttp.pid
start = "/etc/init.d/haproxy-soaphttp start"
stop = "/etc/init.d/haproxy-soaphttp stop"
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4. Create or modify the /var/qps/env_config/nodes/lb.yaml file with the following contents on Cluster Manager:
Note: If the file exist then just add custom::soap_http:
classes:
qps::roles::lb:
custom::soap_http:

5. Create the file /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/manifests/soap_http.pp with the following
contents on Cluster Manager:
Note: Change ethX with the Unified API IP interface like eth0/eth1/eth2.
class custom::soap_http(
$haproxytype = "-soaphttp",
)
{
service { "haproxy-soaphttp":
enable => false,
require => [Package [ "haproxy" ],File ["/etc/haproxy/haproxy-soaphttp.cfg"],
File['/etc/init.d/haproxy-soaphttp'], Exec["sysctl_refresh"]],
}
file { "/etc/init.d/haproxy-soaphttp":
owner => "root",
group => "root",
content => template('qps/etc/init.d/haproxy'),
require => Package [ "haproxy" ],
notify => Service['haproxy-soaphttp'],
mode => 0744
}
file { "/etc/haproxy/haproxy-soaphttp.cfg":
owner => "root",
group => "root",
content => template('custom/etc/haproxy/haproxy-soaphttp.erb'),
require => Package [ "haproxy" ],
notify => Service['haproxy-soaphttp'],
}
file { "/etc/monit.d/haproxy-soaphttp":
content => template("custom/etc/monit.d/haproxy-soaphttp"),
notify => Service["monit"],
}
exec { "remove ckconfig for haproxy-soaphttp":
command => "/sbin/chkconfig --del haproxy-soaphttp",
require => [Service['haproxy-soaphttp']],
}
firewall { '100 allow soap http':
port
=> 8080,
iniface => "ethX",
proto
=> tcp,
action => accept,
}
}

6. Validate the syntax of your newly created puppet script on Cluster Manager:
/usr/bin/puppet parser validate /var/qps/env_config/modules/custom/manifests/soap_http.pp

7. Rebuild your Environment Configuration on Cluster Manager:
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/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_env_config.sh

8. Reinitialize your lb01/02 environments on Cluster Manager:
Note: The following commands will take few minutes to complete.
ssh lb01 /etc/init.d/vm-init
ssh lb02 /etc/init.d/vm-init

9. Validate SOAP request on http:
a. Verify the haproxy services are running on lb01 and lb02 by executing the commands on Cluster Manager:
ssh lb01 monit summary | grep haproxy-soaphttp
Process 'haproxy-soaphttp'
Running
ssh lb01 service haproxy-soaphttp status
haproxy (pid 11061) is running...
ssh lb02 monit summary | grep haproxy-soaphttp
Process 'haproxy-soaphttp'
Running
ssh lb02 service haproxy-soaphttp status
haproxy (pid 13458) is running...

b. Verify the following URLs are accessible:
Unified API WSDL: http://<IP address>:8080/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.wsdl
Unified API XSD: http://<IP address>:8080/ua/wsdl/UnifiedApi.xsd
where, <IP address> is the IP address set in Step 2.

Enable SSL
CPS 7.0.1 and higher use encryption on all appropriate communication channels in HA deployments. No additional
configuration is required.
Default SSL certificates are provided with CPS, but it is recommended that you replace these with your own SSL
certificates. Refer to Replace SSL Certificates in the CPS Installation Guide for more information.

Use of Audit
This section covers the following topics:


Audit History, page 27



Capped Collection, page 27



PurgeAuditHistoryRequests, page 27



AuditRequests, page 27



Operation, page 27



Initial Setup, page 28



Read Requests, page 28



Querying, page 29



Purging, page 29
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Purge History, page 29



Control Center, page 29



PurgeAuditHistoryRequest, page 29



QueryAuditHistoryRequest, page 31



Policy Builder, page 32



Reporting, page 33



Audit Configuration, page 33



Pre-configuration in Audit, page 37

Audit History
The Audit History is a way to track usage of the various GUIs and APIs it provides to the customer.
If enabled, each request is submitted to the Audit History database for historical and security purposes. The user who
made the request, the entire contents of the request and if it is subscriber related (meaning that there is a networkId
value), all networkIds are also stored in a searchable field.

Capped Collection
By default, the Audit History uses a 1 GB capped collection in Mongo Db. The capped collection automatically removes
documents when the size restriction threshold is hit. The oldest document is removed as each new document is added.
For customers who want more than 1 GB of audit data, contact the assigned Cisco Advanced Services Engineer to get
more information.
Configuration in Policy Builder is done in GB increments. It is possible to enter decimals, for example, 9.5 will set the
capped collection to 9.5 GB.

PurgeAuditHistoryRequests
When using a capped collection, Mongo Db places a restriction on the database and does not allow the deletion of data
from the collection. Therefore, the entire collection must be dropped and re-created. This means that the
PurgeAuditHistory queries have no impact on capped collections.

AuditRequests
As a consequence of the XSS defense changes to the API standard operation, any XML data sent in an AuditRequest
must be properly escaped even if inside CDATA tags.
For example, &lt;ExampleRequest&gt;...&lt;/ExampleRequest&gt;
For more information on AuditType, refer to Cisco Policy Suite Unified API 2.3.0 Guide.

Operation
By default, Audit History is ON but it can be turned OFF.


ua.client.submit.audit=true — property used by Policy Builder and set in /etc/broadhop/pb/pb.conf



Submit Requests to Audit Log — Unified API plug-in configuration in Policy Builder.
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Initial Setup
There are three parts to the Audit History:


Server — database and Unified API



Policy Builder



Audit Client — bundle that the Policy Builder uses to send Audit requests

To setup the system:
1. Start the Policy Builder with the following property:
-Dua.client.submit.audit=false (set in /etc/broadhop/pb/pb.conf)
2. Add and configure the appropriate plug-in configurations for Audit History and Unified API.
3. Publish the Policy Builder configuration.
4. Start the CPS servers.
5. Restart the Policy Builder with the following property:
-Dua.client.submit.audit=true
-Dua.client.server.url=https://lbvip02:8443/ua/soap
or
-Dua.client.server.url=http://lbvip02:8080/ua/soap

Read Requests
The Audit History does not log read requests by default.


GetRefDataBalance



GetRefDataServices



GetSubscriber



GetSubscriberCount



QueryAuditHistory



QueryBalance



QuerySession



QueryVoucher



SearchSubscribers

The Unified API also has a Policy Builder configuration option to log read requests which is set to false by default.

APIs
All APIs are automatically logged into the Audit Logging History database, except for QueryAuditHistory and KeepAlive.
All Unified API requests have an added Audit element that should be populated to provide proper audit history.
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Querying
The query is very flexible - it uses regex automatically for the id and dataid, and only one of the following are required:
id, dataid, or request. The dataid element typically will be the networkId (Credential) value of a subscriber.
Note: Disable Regex


The use of regular expressions for queries can be turned off in the Policy Builder configuration.

The id element is the person or application who made the API request. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center
and queries a subscriber balance, the id will be that CSR's username.
The dataid element is typically the subscriber's username. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center and queries a
subscriber, the id will be that CSR's username, and the dataid will be the subscriber's credential (networkId value). For
queries, the dataid value is checked for spaces and then tokenized and each word is used as a search parameter. For
example, “networkId1 networkId2” is interpreted as two values to check.
The fromDate represents the date in the past from which to start the purge or query. If the date is null, the api starts at
the oldest entry in the history.
The toDate represents the date in the past to which the purge or query of data includes. If the date is null, the api includes
the most recent entry in the purge or query.

Purging
By default, the Audit History database is capped at 1 GB. Mongo provides a mechanism to do this and then the oldest
data is purged as new data is added to the repository. There is also a PurgeAuditHistory request which can purge data
from the repository. It uses the same search parameters as the QueryAuditHistory and therefore is very flexible in how
much or how little data is matched for the purge.
Note: Regex Queries!


Be very careful when purging records from the Audit History database. If a value is given for dataid, the server uses
regex to match on the dataid value and therefore will match many more records than expected. Use the
QueryAuditHistory API to test the query.

Purge History
Each purge request is logged after the purge operation completes. This ensures that if the entire repo is destroyed, the
purge action that destroyed the repo will be logged.

Control Center
The Control Center version 2.0 automatically logs all requests.

PurgeAuditHistoryRequest
This API purges the Audit History. For more information, refer to Audit History, page 27.
The query is very flexible - it uses regex automatically for the id and dataid, and only one of the following are required:
id, dataid, or request. The dataid element typically will be the networkId (Credential) value of a subscriber.
The id element is the person or application who made the API request. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center
and queries a subscriber balance, the id will be that CSR's username.
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The dataid element is typically the subscriber's username. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center and queries a
subscriber, the id will be that CSR's username, and the dataid will be the subscriber's credential (networkId value). For
queries, the dataid value is checked for spaces and then tokenized and each word is used as a search parameter. For
example, “networkId1 networkId2” is interpreted as two values to check.
The fromDate represents the date in the past from which to start the purge or query. If the date is null, the api starts at
the oldest entry in the history.
The toDate represents the date in the past to which the purge or query of data includes. If the date is null, the api includes
the most recent entry in the purge or query.
Note: Size-Capped Database


If the database is capped by size, then the purge request ignores the request key values and drops the entire
database due to restrictions of the database software.

Schema
<PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>
<key> AuditKeyType </key> [1]
</PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>

Example
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<PurgeAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>username</id>
<dataid>subscriber</dataid>
<request>API Name</request>
<fromDate>2011-01-01T00:00:00Z</fromDate>
<toDate>2011-01-01T00:00:00Z</toDate>
</key>
</PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To purge all CreateSubscriberRequest:
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<PurgeAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<request>CreateSubscriberRequest</request>
</key>
</PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To purge all CreateSubscriberRequest by CSR:
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<PurgeAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>csrusername</id>
<request>CreateSubscriberRequest</request>
</key>
</PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To purge all actions by CSR for a given subscriber for a date range:
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<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<PurgeAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>csrusername</id>
<dataid>subscriber@gmail.com</dataid>
<fromDate>2010-01-01T00:00:00Z</fromDate>
<toDate>2012-11-01T00:00:00Z</toDate>
</key>
</PurgeAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

QueryAuditHistoryRequest
This API queries the Audit History. For more information, refer to Audit History, page 27.
The query is very flexible - it uses regex automatically for the id and dataid, and only one of the following are required:
id, dataid, or request. The dataid element typically will be the networkId (Credential) value of a subscriber.
The id element is the person or application who made the API request. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center
and queries a subscriber balance, the id will be that CSR's username.
The dataid element is typically the subscriber's username. For example, if a CSR logs into Control Center and queries a
subscriber, the id will be that CSR's username, and the dataid will be the subscriber's credential (networkId value). For
queries, the dataid value is checked for spaces and then tokenized and each word is used as a search parameter. For
example, "networkId1 networkId2" is interpreted as two values to check.
The fromDate represents the date in the past from which to start the purge or query. If the date is null, the api starts at
the oldest entry in the history.
The toDate represents the date in the past to which the purge or query of data includes. If the date is null, the api includes
the most recent entry in the purge or query.
Schema
<QueryAuditHistoryRequest>
<key> AuditKeyType </key> [1]
</QueryAuditHistoryRequest>

Example
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<QueryAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>username</id>
<dataid>subscriber</dataid>
<request>API Name</request>
<fromDate>2011-01-01T00:00:00Z</fromDate>
<toDate>2011-01-01T00:00:00Z</toDate>
</key>
</QueryAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To find all CreateSubscriberRequest:
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<QueryAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
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<key>
<request>CreateSubscriberRequest</request>
</key>
</QueryAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To find all CreateSubscriberRequest by CSR:
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<QueryAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>csrusername</id>
<request>CreateSubscriberRequest</request>
</key>
</QueryAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

To find all actions by CSR for a given subscriber for a date range:
<se:Envelope xmlns:se="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<se:Body>
<QueryAuditHistoryRequest xmlns="http://broadhop.com/unifiedapi/soap/types">
<key>
<id>csrusername</id>
<dataid>subscriber@gmail.com</dataid>
<fromDate>2010-01-01T00:00:00Z</fromDate>
<toDate>2012-11-01T00:00:00Z</toDate>
</key>
</QueryAuditHistoryRequest>
</se:Body>
</se:Envelope>

Policy Builder
The Policy Builder automatically logs all save operations (Publish and Save to Client) to the Audit History database and
also to a log file.


Policy Builder Publish submits an entry to the Audit Logging Server (goes to database).



Policy Builder Save to Client Repository submits an entry to the Audit Logging Server (goes to database).



Whenever a screen is saved locally (Save button) XML is generated and logged for that user in
/var/log/broadhop/qns-pb.log.

Example log in qns-pb.log from Local Save in Policy Builder:
2013-02-06 11:57:01,214 [UIThread [vt75cjqhk7v4noguyc9c7shp]] DEBUG c.b.c.r.BroadhopResourceSetAudit Audit: Local file change made by: broadhop. Updated File:
file:/var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-ITC2/checkout/ConfiguredExtensionPoint-43730cd7-b238-4b29-a828-d9b4
47e5a64f-33851.xmi

XML Representation of changed screen:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<policy:ConfiguredExtensionPoint xmlns:policy="http://broadhop.com/policy"
id="43730cd7-b238-4b29-a828-d9b447e5a64f-33851">
<extensionPoint
href="virtual:URI#_vxG4swK1Ed-M48DL9vicxQ"/>
<policies
href="Policy-default-_sY__4L_REeGCdakzuzzlAg.xmi#_sY__4L_REeGCdakzuzzlAg"/>
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</policy:ConfiguredExtensionPoint>

Controlling Local Save output
In the logback.xml file that controls Policy Builder logging, add
com.broadhop.client.resourceset.BroadhopResourceSetAudit as a category and set it to the desired level.

Reporting
For reporting purposes, the following is the database structure in Mongo:
{
"_id" : ObjectId("5097d75be4b0d5f7ab0d90fe"),
"_id_key" : "username",
"comment_key" : "comment",
"data_id_key" : [ "networkId11921" ],
"timestamp_key" : ISODate("2012-11-05T15:12:27.673Z"),
"request_key" : "DeleteQuotaRequest",
"data_key" :
"<DeleteQuotaRequest><audit><id>username</id></audit><networkId><![CDATA[networkId11921]]></networkId><b
alanceCode>DATA</balanceCode><code>Recurring</code><hardDelete>false</hardDelete></DeleteQuotaRequest>
"}
Table 2

Reporting Keys

Field

Description

_id

The database unique identifier.

_id_key

the username of person who performed the action. In the above example, the CSR who issued the
debit request.

comment_key

Some description of the audit action.

data_id_key

The credential of the subscriber. It is a list so if the subscriber has multiple credentials, then they
will all appear in this list. Please note that it is derived from the request data, so for a
CreateSubscriber request, there may be multiple credentials sent in the request, then each will be
saved in the data_id_key list. In the DebitRequest case, only the one credential is listed, because
the request only has the single networkId field.

timestamp_key

The time the request was logged, If the timestamp value is null in the request, then the Audit module
automatically populates this value.

request_key

The name of the request. This provides a way to search on type of API request.

data_key

The actual request XML.

Audit Configuration
1. Click Reference Data tab > Systems > system name > Plugin Configurations.
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2. Select Audit Configuration from the right pane to open Audit Configuration screen. An example is shown below.

3. Under Audit Configuration you have different panes: General Configuration, Queue Submission Configuration,
Database Configuration, and Shard Configuration. An example configuration is provided in the following screens:
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The following parameters are used to size and manage the internal queue that aids in the processing of Audit messages.
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The application offloads message processing to a queue to speed up the response time from the API.
Table 3

Audit Configuration Parameters

Parameter

Description

General Configuration
Capped Collection

Select this check-box to activate capped collection function.

Capped Collection Size

By default, the Audit History uses a 1 GB capped collection in Mongo Db. The
capped collection automatically removes documents when the size restriction
threshold is hit.
Configuration in Policy Builder is done in GB increments. It is possible to enter
decimals, for example,9.5 will set the capped collection to 9.5 GB.

Log Read Requests

Select this check-box if you want read requests to be logged.

Include Read Requests in Query
Results

Select this check-box only if you want to include read requests to be displayed in
query results.

Disable Regex Search

If you select this check-box, the use of regular expressions for queries is turned off
in the Policy Builder configuration.

Search Query Results Limit

This parameter limits the search results.

Queue Submission Configuration
Message Queue Size

Total number of messages the queue can hold at any given time.

Message Queue Sleep

The amount of time for the runnable to sleep between batch processing. The time is
in milliseconds.

Message Queue Batch Size

The number of messages to process in a given wake cycle.

Message Queue Pool Size

The number of threads in the execution pool to handle message processing.

Database Configuration
Db Write Concern

Controls the write behavior of sessionMgr and for what errors exceptions are raised.
Default option is OneInstanceSafe.

Db Read Preference

Read preference describes how sessionMgr clients route read operations to
members of a replica set. The recommended option is typically Secondary
Preferred.
http://docs.mongodb.org/manual/core/read-preference/

Failover Sla Ms

This parameter is used to enter the amount of time to wait before starting failover
database handling. The time is in milliseconds.

Max Replication Wait time Ms

This option specifies a time limit, in milliseconds, for the write concern. This
parameter is applicable only if you select TwoInstanceSafe in Db Write Concern.
This parameter causes write operations to return with an error after the specified
limit, even if the required write concern eventually succeeds. When these write
operations return, MongoDB does not undo successful data modifications
performed before the write concern exceeded the replication wait time limit. This
time is in milliseconds.

Shard Configuration
Primary Ip Address

Enter the primary IP address for sharding.

Secondary Ip Address

Enter the secondary IP address for sharding.

Port

Enter the port number.

According to your network required, configured the parameters in Audit Configuration and save the configuration.
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Pre-configuration in Audit
In the /usr/share/doc/audit-version/ directory, the audit package provides a set of pre-configured rules files
according to various following certification standards:


nispom.rules: Audit rule configuration that meets the requirements specified in Chapter 8 of the National Industrial
Security Program Operating Manual.



capp.rules: Audit rule configuration that meets the requirements set by Controlled Access Protection Profile (CAPP),
which is a part of the Common Criteria certification.



lspp.rules: Audit rule configuration that meets the requirements set by Labeled Security Protection Profile (LSPP),
which is a part of the Common Criteria certification.



stig.rules: Audit rule configuration that meets the requirements set by Security Technical Implementation Guides
(STIG).

To use these configuration files, create a backup of your original /etc/audit/audit.rules file and copy the
configuration file of your choice over the /etc/audit/audit.rules file:
cp /etc/audit/audit.rules /etc/audit/audit.rules_backup
cp /usr/share/doc/audit-version/stig.rules /etc/audit/audit.rules

Policy Tracing and Execution Analyzer
Cisco Policy Server comes with a set of utilities to actively monitor and trace policy execution. These utilities interact
with the core policy server and the mongo database to trigger and store traces for specific conditions. This section
covers the following topics:


Architecture, page 37



Administering Policy Traces, page 37



Administer the Policy Trace Database, page 39



Enabling Traces in mongo, page 39

Architecture
The policy tracing and execution analyzer is 3-tier architecture:


Tier 1 — command line utilities to manage the policy trace generation and extract policy traces.



Tier 2 — policy server creation of policy traces using triggers defined in Tier 1



Tier 3 — storage of the policy traces in a MongoDB database

Administering Policy Traces
All commands are located on the Control Center virtual machine within /var/qps/bin/control directory. There are
two main scripts which can be used for tracing: trace_ids.sh and trace.sh. The trace_ids.sh script maintains all
rules for activating and deactivating traces within the system. The trace.sh script allows for the real time or historical
retrieval of traces.
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Managing Trace Rules via trace_ids.sh
Running trace_ids.sh with no arguments produces a help text describing the capabilities of the script.
[root@pcrfclient01 control]# trace_ids.sh
usage:
/var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -i <specific id> -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -r <specific id> -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -x -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -l -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
This script starts a selective trace and outputs it to standard out.
1. Add Specific Audit Id Tracing /var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -i <specific id>
2. Remove Trace for Specific Audit Id /var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -r <specific id>
3. Remove Trace for All Ids /var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -x
4. List All Ids under Trace /var/qps/bin/control/trace_ids.sh -l
All commands must specify the “-d” argument for the primary database hosting the policy traces. The format of the
database format <db ip or fqdn>:<db port>/policy_trace.
Adding specific audit id for tracing requires running the command with the “-i” argument and passing in a specific id.
The policy server matches the incoming session with the ID provided and compare this against the following network
session attributes:


Credential ID



Framed IP v6 Prefix



IMSI



MAC Address



MSISDN



User ID

If an exact match is found then the transaction are traced. Spaces/special characters are not supported in the audit ids.


Removing a specific audit id from active tracing requires specifying the “-r” argument with id to remove.



Removing all ids requires sending in the “-x” argument and this will remove all ids from the database.



Listing all ids requires sending in the “-l” argument.

Situations where traces are generated automatically
The following criteria causes the system to generate a trace regardless of whether the id is present in the trace database
or not.


If there is an AVP with the code: audit_id, audit-id, auditid. In this case, the traces are stored in the database with
the value of the AVP.



If there is a subscriber attribute (USuM AVP) with a code of audit-policy and a value of “true”. In this case, the traces
are stored using the credentials stored for the subscriber.
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If an error is triggered internally.
Note: An error is defined as an internal processing error (e.g. database failure or other failure) and is not a failure
message code.

Outputting Trace results via trace.sh
Running trace.sh with no arguments produces a help text describing the capabilities of the script.
[root@pcrfclient01 control]# trace.sh
usage:
/var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -i <specific id> -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -x <specific id> -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -a -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
/var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -e -d sessionmgr01:27719/policy_trace
This script starts a selective trace and outputs it to standard out.
1. Specific Audit Id tracing /var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -i <specific id>
2. Dump All Traces for Specific Audit Id /var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -x <specific id>
3. Trace All /var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -a
4. Trace All Errors /var/qps/bin/control/trace.sh -e
All commands must specify the “-d” argument for the primary database hosting the policy traces. The format of the
database format <db ip or fqdn>:<db port>/policy_trace. The output format is similar to the current engine log
format.


Specifying the “-i” argument for a specific ID causes a real time policy trace to be generated while the script is
running. Users can redirect this to a specific output file using standard Linux commands.



Specifying the “-a” argument causes all traces to output in real time policy trace while the script is running. Users
can redirect this to a specific output file using standard Linux commands.



Specifying the “-e” argument causes all traces triggered by an error to output in real time policy trace while the script
is running. Users can redirect this to a specific output file using standard Linux commands.



Specifying the “-x” argument with a specific dumps all historical traces for a given id. Users can redirect this to a
specific output file using standard Linux commands.

Administer the Policy Trace Database
The default location of the policy trace database is the administrative database and can be optionally specified in the
trace db fields. These fields are defined at the cluster level in the system configurations.
Note: Make sure to run all trace utility scripts from /var/qps/bin/control directory only.

Enabling Traces in mongo
1. Login to the Policy Builder.
2. For cluster, select Trace Db check box to open the trace pane.
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3. Specify db name and port number where the traces must be written. By default, traces are written in admin DB. An
example is shown below:

TACACS+
This section covers the following topics:


Overview, page 41



TACACS+ Service Requirements, page 41



Caching of TACACS+ Users, page 42
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Overview
Cisco Policy Suite (CPS) is built around a distributed system that runs on a large number of virtualized nodes. Previous
versions of the CPS software allowed operators to add custom accounts to each of these virtual machines (VM), but
management of these disparate systems introduced a large amount of administrative overhead.
CPS 7.0.1 has been designed to leverage the Terminal Access Controller Access Control System Plus (TACACS+) to
facilitate centralized management of users. Leveraging TACACS+, the system is able to provide system-wide
authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) for the CPS system.
Further the system allows users to gain different entitlements based on user role. These can be centrally managed based
on the attribute-value pairs (AVP) returned on TACACS+ authorization queries.

TACACS+ Service Requirements
To provide sufficient information for the Linux-based operating system running on the VM nodes, there are several
attribute-value pairs (AVP) that must be associated with the user on the ACS server used by the deployment. User
records on Unix-like systems need to have a valid “passwd” record for the system to operate correctly. Several of these
fields can be inferred during the time of user authentication, but the remaining fields must be provided by the ACS server.
A standard “passwd” entry on a Unix-like system takes the following form:
<username>:<password>:<uid>:<gid>:<gecos>:<home>:<shell>
When authenticating the user via TACACS+, the software can assume values for the 'username', password' and 'gecos'
fields, but the others must be provided by the ACS server. To facilitate this need, the system depends on the ACS server
provided these AVP when responding to a TACACS+ Authorization query for a given 'username':


uid
A unique integer value greater than or equal to 501 that serves as the numeric user identifier for the TACACS+
authenticated user on the VM nodes. It is outside the scope of the CPS software to ensure uniqueness of these
values.



gid
The group identifier of the TACACS+ authenticated user on the VM nodes. This value should reflect the role assigned
to a given user, based on the following values:
—

gid=501 (qns-su)

This group identifier should be used for users that are entitled to attain super-user (or 'root') access on the CPS VM
nodes.
—

gid=504 (qns-admin)

This group identifier should be used for users that are entitled to perform administrative maintenance on the CPS
VM nodes.
—

gid=505 (qns-ro)

This group identifier should be used for users that are entitled to read-only access to the CPS VM nodes.


home
The user's home directory on the CPS VM nodes. To enable simpler management of these systems, the users should
be configured with a pre-deployed shared home directory based on the role they are assigned with the gid.
—

home=/home/qns-su should be used for users in the 'qns-su' group (gid=501)
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—

home=/home/qns-admin should be used for users in the 'qnsadmin' group (gid=504)

—

home=/home/qns-ro should be used for users in the 'qns-ro' group (gid=505)

shell
The system-level login shell of the user. This can be any of the installed shells on the CPS VM nodes, which can be
determined by reviewing the contents of /etc/shells on one of the CPS VM nodes. Typically, this set of shells is
available in a CPS deployment:
—

/bin/sh

—

/bin/bash

—

/sbin/nologin

—

/bin/dash

—

/usr/bin/sudosh

The /usr/bin/sudosh shell can be used to audit user's activity on the system.

Caching of TACACS+ Users
The user environment of the Linux-based VMs needs to be able to lookup a user's “passwd” entry via different columns
in that record at different times. The TACACS+ NSS module provided as part of the CPS solution, however, is only able
to query the Access Control Server (ACS) for this data using the 'username'. For this reason, the system relies upon the
Name Service Cache Daemon (NSCD) to provide this facility locally after a user has been authorized to use a service of
the ACS server.
More details on the operations of NSCD can be found by referring to online help for the software (nscd --help) or in its
man page (nscd(8)). Within the CPS solution, it provides a capability for the system to lookup a user's “passwd” entry
via their 'uid', as well as by their 'username'.
To avoid cache coherence issues with the data provided by the ACS server, the NSCD package has a mechanism for
expiring cached information.
The default NSCD package configuration on the CPS VM nodes has the following characteristics:


Valid responses from the ACS server are cached for 600 seconds (10 minutes)



Invalid responses from the ACS server (user unknown) are cached for 20 seconds.



Cached valid responses are reloaded from the ACS server 5 times before the entry is completely removed from the
running set -- approximately 3000 seconds (50 minutes)



The cache are persisted locally, so it survives restart of the NSCD process or the server

It is possible for an operator to explicitly expire the cache from the command line. To do so, the administrator need to
get the shell access to the target VM and execute the following command as a root user:
# nscd -i passwd
The above command will invalidate all entries in the “passwd” cache and force the VM to consult with the ACS server
for future queries.
There may be some unexpected behaviors of the user environment for TACACS+ authenticated users connected to the
system when their cache entries are removed from NSCD. This can be corrected by the user by simply logging out of the
system, and logging back into it, or by issuing the following command, which forces the system to query the ACS server:
# id -a “$USER”
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Porting All-In-One Policy Builder Configuration to HA
This section describes how to port the Policy Builder configuration from an All-In-One (AIO) environment to a High
Availability (HA) environment.

Prerequisites
In order to move a configuration from an AIO environment to an HA environment, both environments must be running the
same version and type of CPS, and have the same components installed. For example, you cannot port a Mobile
(Diameter based) AIO configuration to an SP Wifi (Radius based) Full Environment as these configurations are not
compatible.
Additionally, if you have installed any custom plugins, these should be installed on both systems.
The following steps describe how to check the compatibility of the two environments.
1. Ensure that both the AIO and HA environment are both active and running properly by running the diagnostics script
on both environments:
/var/qps/bin/diag/diagnostics.sh
2. To view the list of installed software in Policy Builder on both the AIO and the HA environments, log in to each Policy
Builder and click Tools -> About Policy Builder.
A dialog listing all of the component version numbers opens.

3. Confirm that both systems have the same version numbers for all components. Upgrade any components as needed.
4. If the versions are correct, but there are missing/different options in the HA environment, you should update the
/etc/broadhop/pb/features file in the HA environment to match and then run the CPS update process to ensure the
software is updated.
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Refer to the Customize Features in the Deployment section of the CPS Installation Guide for more information.
Note: It is acceptable to have additional features or components in the HA environment.
5. Execute list_installed_features.sh to display the software installed on the processing and load balancing VMs.
Review the last section marked: “Features installed on all (combined)”. Again, compare the two lists.

a. Update any components so that both environments are running the same versions.
Note: It is acceptable to have additional features or components in the HA environment.
Note: The com.broadhop.controlcenter.feature component is only found on HA environments.
b. If the versions are correct, but there are missing/different options in the HA environment, you should update the
following files in the HA environment and then run the CPS update process to ensure that the software is updated.
/etc/broadhop/pcrf/features
/etc/broadhop/iomanager01/features
/etc/broadhop/iomanager02/features
Refer to the Customize Features in the Deployment section of the CPS Installation Guide for more information.

Porting the Policy Builder Configuration
Policy Builder configuration can be utilized between environments, however, the configuration for ‘Systems’ and ‘Policy
Enforcement Points’ is environment specific and should not be moved from one environment to another.
The following instructions will not overwrite the configuration specific to the environment. Please note that as the
‘Systems’ tab and ‘Policy Enforcement Points’ data is not moved, the HA system should have these things configured
and running properly (as stated above).
The following steps describe the process to port a configuration from an AIO environment to an HA environment.
1. If the HA environment is currently in use, ensure that SVN backups are up to date.
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2. Find the URL which Policy Builder is using to load the configuration which you want to use. You can find this by
clicking Edit on the initial page in Policy Builder.
The URL is listed in the URL field. For the purpose of these instructions, the following URL will be used for exporting
the configuration from the AIO environment and importing the configuration to the HA environment:
http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration

3. On the AIO, export the Policy Builder configuration:
cd /var/tmp
svn export http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration aio_configuration
This creates a directory /var/tmp/aio_configuration
4. Remove the system configuration:
cd aio_configuration
rm -f System* *Configuration* DiameterStack* VoucherSettings* Cluster* Instance*
5. Move the /var/tmp/aio_configuration directory to /var/tmp on your Cluster Manager (using scp, zip, etc.).
6. SSH into the pcrfclient01.
The following steps assume you will replace the existing default Policy Builder configuration located at
http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration on your HA environment. If you would like to access your old configuration,
copy it to a new location. For example:
svn cp http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration_date
Then set up a new Repository in the HA Policy Builder to access the old configuration.
7. Check out the old configuration (http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration):
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svn co http://pcrfclient01/repos/configuration /var/tmp/ha_configuration
8. Remove the non-system configuration:
svn rm `ls | egrep -v '(System|Configuration|DiameterStack|VoucherSettings|Cluster|Instance)'`
9. Copy in the AIO configuration files:
/bin/cp -f /var/tmp/aio_configuration/* .
svn add *
10. Commit the configuration:
svn ci . -m 'commit configuration moved from AIO'
11. If you are already logged into Policy Builder, reload the Policy Builder URL in your browser to access the new
configuration.
12. Check for errors in Policy Builder. This often indicates a software mismatch.
Errors are shown with an (x) next to the navigation icons in the left pane of Policy Builder. For example:

13. Publish the configuration. Refer to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide for detailed steps.

Additional Documents
Other documents are available for your use as a Cisco Policy Server administrator.
In addition to this guide, you may want to have these documents available:


CPS Alarming and SNMP Guide



CPS Troubleshooting Guide



CPS Installation Guide
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CPS Backup and Restore Guide
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Expanding an HA Deployment
First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: ONovember 2, 2015
This chapter provides steps for planning and implementing an expansion of your High Availability (HA) CPS deployment.
If you have deployed CPS across multiple sites with Geographical Redundancy, there are other steps you must take to
expand your deployment. Refer to the CPS Geographical Redundancy Guide for more information.

Overview
For future installations and network upgrades, this section proposes what hardware and components you should
consider as you grow your network.


Typical Scenarios When Expansion is Necessary, page 49



Hardware Approach to Expanding, page 50



Component (VM Node) Approach to Expanding, page 50

The CPS solution is a robust and scalable software-based solution that can be expanded by adding additional hardware
and software components. The following sections explain typical scenarios of when to expand the hardware and
software to effect such growth.

Typical Scenarios When Expansion is Necessary
Your network may grow for the following reasons:


The subscriber base has grown or will grow beyond the initial installation specifications.
In this case, the number of active or non-active subscribers becomes larger than the initial deployment. This can
cause one or more components to reach capacity. New components must be added to accommodate the growth.



The services or subscriber scenarios have changed, or new services have been introduced, and the transactions per
second on a component no longer meet requirements.
When a new service or scenario occurs, often there is a change in the overall Transactions Per Second (TPS), or in
the TPS on a specific component. When this occurs, new components are necessary to handle the new load.



The operator notices that there are factors outside of the initial design that are causing either the overall system or
a specific component to have a high resource load.
This may cause one or multiple components to reach its capacity for TPS. When this occurs, new components are
necessary to handle the new factors.
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Hardware Approach to Expanding
Adding a new component may require adding additional hardware. However, the addition of more hardware depends on
the physical resources already available, plus what is needed for the new component.
If the number of subscribers exceeds 10 million, then the customer needs to Clone and Repartition sessionmgr Disks.
See Cloning and Repartitioning sessionmgr Disks, page 91.

High Availability Consequences
When adding more hardware, the design must take into consideration the high availability (HA) needs of the system. The
HA design for a single-site system is N+1 at the hardware and application level. As a result, adding a new blade
incrementally increases the HA capacity of the system.
For example, in a basic installation there are 2 Cisco Policy Server blades handling the traffic. The solution is designed
so that if one of the blades fails, the other blade can handle the entire capacity of the system. When adding a third blade
for capacity expansion, there are now 2 blades to handle the system load if one of the blades fails. This allows for a more
linear scaling approach because each additional blade can be accountable for being able to use its full capacity.
Note: When adding new blades to a cluster, the blades in the cluster must be co-located to achieve the proper
throughput between other components.

Adding a New Blade
1. Install ESX server to the blade.
2. Open the CPS Deployment Template spreadsheet. This spreadsheet should have been created and maintained
during the initial deployment.
3. In the Additional Hosts sheet, add an entry for the new ESX server with IP, Host name and Alias.
4. Save the CSV file and transfer it to the following directory on the Cluster Manager /var/qps/config/deploy/csv
5. Run /var/qps/install/current/scripts/import/import_deploy.sh to convert the csv to json.

Component (VM Node) Approach to Expanding
The most common components to be expanded are on the Cisco Policy Servers. As your system begins to scale up, you
will need to add more CPS nodes and more SessionMgrs. Expansion for other components can follow the same pattern
as described here. The next sections discuss the configurations needed for those specific components to be active in
the system.

Adding Additional Component
1. Modify the CPS Deployment Template spreadsheet (this spreadsheet should have been created and maintained
during the initial deployment).
2. In the Hosts sheet, add the new VM node with the parameters. See the CPS Installation Guide for details about each
column.
3. Save the CSV file and transfer it to the following directory on the Cluster Manager /var/qps/config/deploy/csv
4. Run /var/qps/install/current/scripts/import/import_deploy.sh to convert the csv to json.
5. Deploy the new VM using /var/qps/install/current/scripts/deployer/deploy.sh xxx, where xxx is the alias of the
new VM to be deployed.
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Refer to the CPS Installation Guide for more details about using deploy.sh.
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Graphite and Grafana
First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: November 2, 2015
This chapter covers the following sections:


Introduction, page 53



Manual Dashboard Configuration using Grafana, page 56



Configuration of Useful Dashboard Panels, page 60



Configuring GC KPIs in Grafana, page 62



Exporting Dashboard Templates, page 67



Exporting Graph Data to CSV, page 68

Introduction
Graphite
Collectd clients running on all CPS Virtual Machines (such as qns, lb, and sessionmgr) push data to the Collectd master
on the pcrfclient01. The Collectd master node in turn forwards the collected data to the Graphite database on the
pcrfclient01.
The Graphite database stores system related statistics such as CPU usage, memory usage, and Ethernet interface
statistics, as well as application message counters such as Gx, Gy, and Sp message counters.

Each pcrfclient (01 and 02) collects and stores these bulk statistics independently.
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As a best practice, always use the bulk statistics collected from pcrfclient01. Pcrfclient02 can be used as a backup in
the event of failure of pcrfclient01.
In the event that pcrfclient01 becomes unavailable, statistics will still be gathered on pcrfclient02. Statistics data is not
synchronized between pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02, so a gap would exists in the collected statistics while pcrfclient01
is down.
Note: It is normal to have slight differences between the data on pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02. For example, pcrfclient01
will generate a file at time t and pcrfclient02 will generate a file at time t +/- clock drift between the two machines.

Additional Graphite Documentation
To learn more about Grafana, refer to: http://graphite.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
For a list of all functions that can be used to transform, combine and perform computations on data stored in Graphite,
refer to: http://graphite.readthedocs.org/en/latest/functions.html

Grafana
Grafana is a third-party metrics dashboard and graph editor provided with CPS 7.0 and higher.
Grafana provides a graphical or text-based representation of statistics and counters collected in the Graphite database.

Additional Grafana Documentation
This chapter provides information about the CPS implementation of Grafana.
For more information about Grafana, or access the general Grafana documentation, refer to: http://grafana.org/docs/
Links to the Grafana documentation are also provided on the default welcome screen (see the following figure).

Accessing Grafana
Grafana is included in CPS 7.0 (and higher).
Use the following URL to access Grafana:
https://lbvip01:9443/grafana
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User Authentication
In previous releases no authentication was needed to access Grafana: https://lbvip01:9443/grafana
In 7.0.5 and higher releases, users need authentication to access Grafana.
All passwords are encrypted.
Log on to the pcrfclient01 VM to perform any of the following commands.

Add a User
1. Run the following command on the pcrfclient01 VM:
/usr/bin/htpasswd -cs /var/broadhop/.htpasswd user1
2. When prompted for a password, enter and re-enter the password.

Add Another User
1. Run the following command on the pcrfclient01 VM:
/usr/bin/htpasswd /var/broadhop/.htpasswd user2
2. When prompted for a password, enter and re-enter the password.

Delete a User
3. Run the following command on the pcrfclient01 VM:
/usr/bin/htpasswd -D /var/broadhop/.htpasswd user2
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After adding or deleting a Grafana user, manually copy the /var/broadhop/.htpasswd file from the pcrfclient01 to the
pcrfclient02.
Note: There is no method to change the password for a Grafana user; you can only add and delete users. The
change_passwd.sh script cannot be used to change the password for Grafana users.

Manual Dashboard Configuration using Grafana
Grafana enables you to create custom dashboards which provide graphical representations of data by fetching
information from the Graphite database. Each dashboard is made up of panels spread across the screen in rows.
Note: CPS includes a series of preconfigured dashboard templates. To use these dashboards, refer to Updating Imported
Templates, page 61.
To create a new dashboard manually, perform the following steps:
1. Click the folder icon at the top of the Grafana window and select New as shown below.

A blank dashboard is created, as shown:

2. At the top of the screen, click the gear icon.

3. Provide a name for the dashboard and configure any other Dashboard settings, then click Close.
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4. To add a graph to this dashboard, hover over the green box on the left side of the dashboard, then point to Add
Panel, then graph.

To configure data points for the panel, perform the following steps:
1. Click on the panel title, as shown below, then select Edit.

2. Select the necessary metrics by clicking on the select metric option provided in the query window. A drop-down
list appears from which you can choose the required metrics.
Select metrics by clicking select metric repeatedly until the lowest level of the hierarchy.
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Note: Clicking the ‘*’ option in the drop-down list, selects all the available metrics.
3. Click the ‘+’ tab to add aggregation functions for the selected metrics. the monitoring graph is displayed as shown
below.
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4. The x-axis and y-axis values can be configured in the Axes & Grid tab.

5. To save your changes, click the Save icon at the top of the screen, enter a dashboard name, then click the save
button as shown in the figure.

Graphical representation of application-messages such as - CCR, CCA, Gx, Gy, Ldap, Rx messages and so on, can be
configured in the dashboard panel by using the queries shown in the below figure.
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Configuration of Useful Dashboard Panels
The following section describes the configuration of several useful dashboard panels that can be used while processing
Application Messages. Configure the dashboard panel as shown in the screens below.
Total Error:
This dashboard panel lists the errors found during the processing of Application Messages. To configure Total Error
dashboard panel, create a panel with name 'Total Error' and configure its query as shown.

Total Delay:
This dashboard panel displays the total delay in processing various Application Messages. To configure Total Delay
dashboard panel, create a panel with name Total Delay and configure its query as shown.
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Total TPS:
This panel displays the total TPS of CPS system. Total TPS count includes all Gx, Gy, Rx, Sy, Ldap and so on. The panel
can be configured as shown below:

Updating Imported Templates
Some of the preconfigured templates (such as diameter statistics panels) have matrices configured which are specific
to a particular set of diameter realms. These panels need to be reconfigured to match customer specific diameter realms.
For example, the Gx PGW panel in the Diameter Statistics dashboard does not fetch the stats and displays the message
“No Datapoints”. The probable reasons could be:


Matrices used in query uses matrices specific to particular diameter realm which is different on customer setup.



No application call of such type has ever landed on lbs of CPS (no diameter call from PGW has ever landed on lb
after the Graphite-Grafana setup).
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If there is Diameter endpoint mismatch in the panel query, perform the following steps:
1. Click on the panel name i.e., Gx PGW in this case and then select Edit.

If the Diameter realm on the customer setup is different from that of the Lab setup, the realm name needs to be
configured using the query shown in the figure given below:

Configuring GC KPIs in Grafana
To enable Garbage Collector (GC) KPIs in Grafana, we requires to perform changes at the following two ends:


Backend changes: Changes in collectd config so that GC related KPIs will be collected by collectd and stored in
graphite DB.



FrontEnd changes: Changes in grafana GUI for configuring metrics for GC graph.
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Backend Changes
Check if the following changes are already present in jmxplugin.conf file. If Yes, then skip this section and move to
Frontend Changes, page 64 for configuring dashboard.
1. Modify /etc/puppet/modules/qps/templates/collectd_worker/collectd.d/jmxplugin.conf f on
Cluster Manager/installer VM with the following information:
a. Make sure in jmxplugin.conf file, JMX plugin is enabled. The following lines must be present in
jmxplugin.conf file.
JVMARG has path for jmx jar
JVMARG
"-Djava.class.path=/usr/share/collectd/java/collectd-api.jar:/usr/share/collectd/java/generic-jmx.j
ar"
And GenericJMX plugin is loaded
LoadPlugin "org.collectd.java.GenericJMX"

b. Add Mbean entry for garbage collector mbean in GenericJMX plugin so that statistics from this mbean will be
collected:
# Garbage collector information
<MBean "garbage_collector">
ObjectName "java.lang:type=GarbageCollector,*"
InstancePrefix "gc-"
InstanceFrom "name"
<Value>
Type "invocations"
#InstancePrefix ""
#InstanceFrom ""
Table false
Attribute "CollectionCount"
</Value>
<Value>
Type "total_time_in_ms"
InstancePrefix "collection_time"
#InstanceFrom ""
Table false
Attribute "CollectionTime"
</Value>
</MBean>

c. For every “Connection” block in jmxplugin.conf file, add the entry for garbage collector mbean.
For example,
<Connection>
InstancePrefix "node1."
ServiceURL "service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9053/jmxrmi"
Collect "garbage_collector"
Collect "java-memory"
Collect "thread"
Collect "classes"
Collect "qns-counters"
Collect "qns-actions"
Collect "qns-messages"
</Connection>
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d. Synchronize changes to all VMs:
Go to /var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/ directory on Cluster Manager and execute
build_puppet.sh script.
From /var/qps/install/current/scripts/upgrade/ directory on Cluster Manager, execute reinit.sh
script.
e. Restart collectd service on all VMs:
service collectd restart

Frontend Changes
The frontend changes must be done in Grafana GUI.
1. Go to Grafana dashboard.
2. Click on top right folder icon.

3. To create New Dashboard, click New. For more information, refer to Manual Dashboard Configuration using Grafana,
page 56.
4. To create New Graph Panel, click on left side bar and select Add Panel > graph.
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5. Click title of the graph and select edit.

It opens up a window as shown below with the default Metrics tab selected:

6. Click General tab and provide name for a graph in Title field. For example, QNS GC Stats.

7. In Metrics tab, configure queries for GC related KPIs.
Metrics query needs to be configured in the following format:
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cisco.quantum.qps.<host-name>.node*. gc*.total_time_in_ms-collection_time

&
cisco.quantum.qps.<host-name>.node*.gc*.invocations

where, <host-name> is regular expression for the name of hosts from which KPI needs to be collected.
—

If it is AIO, host-name is “lab”.

—

If it is HA setup and KPIs needs to be collected from all QNS VMs.
QNS VMs have “qns” in their hostname then regular expression would be - qns*. It means all VMs with hostname
starting with qns - qns01, qns02…
On AIO Setup

On HA Setup
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An example statistics graph is shown below:

8. Save the dashboard by clicking on Save icon in the upper right corner.

Exporting Dashboard Templates
During the upgrade of Graphite-Grafana tool, saved dashboard templates or configurations remain intact as dashboard
templates and are stored in /var/lib/elasticsearch/ data path.
Existing dashboard templates can be imported/exported between environments by exporting the configured templates
to a users local desktop.
To export dashboard templates, perform the following steps:
1. Select the Folder option in the top-right corner of the Grafana webpage.
2. Select and open the required dashboard template from the list of available dashboards.
Note: A new dashboard template that has been created can also be exported by the same process
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3. Click the Save icon at the top of the page, then select Export dashboard to save the dashboard template
configuration on your local system.

4. Select the location on your local system to save the dashboard template and click OK.
Follow the procedure on importing a dashboard template as discussed in Updating Imported Templates, page 61 to
import the dashboard template on another system.

Exporting Graph Data to CSV
To export the data in a graph panel to a CSV file:
1. Click the title of the graph as shown below to open the graph controls.
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2. Click the rows button to open another menu.

3. Click Export CSV.

4. A grafana_data_export.csv file is downloaded by your browser.
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This chapter covers the following sections:


Introduction, page 71



Installation, page 71



Authentication, page 73



Patterns In the API, page 73



Validation JSON File Structure, page 87

Introduction
The Policy Builder with JSON (PBJ) API provides an alternate method of accessing and updating Policy Builder
configurations using JSON.
This API can be used to Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) CPS Customer Reference Data Tables and columns
and fields within a table.

Installation
The PBJ API components are installed by default in the 7.0.1 release.

Initializing PB & J API
To initialize the API on an All-In-One (AIO) environment or Full environment:
1. Upgrade your environment to 7.0.1.
2. For a Full Environment only (skip this step for AIO environment): On the installer VM, execute the following commands
to copy the default configuration files to the installer:
mkdir -p /etc/broadhop/pbj
scp -r pcrfclient01:/etc/broadhop/pbj /etc/broadhop
3. Update /etc/broadhop/pbj/database.php to include the correct database information for your Admin database.
Refer to the following examples for full and AIO environments. Ensure that both ports AND replica set name are
correct.
Full Environment:
<?php

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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class DATABASE_CONFIG {

public $policybuilder = array(
'datasource' => 'PolicyBuilderSource',
'prefix'=>''
);
//Production example
//NOTE: host ports should match your admin database (Set on 'Cluster' in PB).
//Also, ensure replicaSet is properly set or you will see errors authenticating
public $mongo =
array (
'datasource' => 'Mongodb.MongodbSource',
'database' => 'PolicyBuilder',
'prefix' => '',
'username' => '',
'password' => '',
'replicaset' => array('host' => 'mongodb://sessionmgr01:27719,sessionmgr02:27719',
'options' => array('replicaSet' => 'set03')) );
}

AIO Environment
<?php
class DATABASE_CONFIG {

public $policybuilder = array(
'datasource' => 'PolicyBuilderSource',
'prefix'=>''
);
//All in one example
public $mongo = array (
'datasource' => 'Mongodb.MongodbSource',
'database' => 'PolicyBuilder',
'prefix' => '',
'username' => '',
'password' => '',
'replicaset' => array('host' => 'mongodb://sessionmgr01:27017'));
}

4. Run syncconfig to propogate your /etc/broadhop/pbj changes into all VMs:
/var/qps/bin/update/syncconfig.sh
5. On pcrfclient01 or pcrfclient02 on a full environment or AIO environment, initialize PBJ by executing the following
command:
/var/www/html/pbj/lib/Cake/Console/cake.php Installer
The following sample output will be shown. If you receive errors, check that your database.php is correct and also
check that subversion/apache is properly setup and installed on your machines.
Welcome to CakePHP v2.4.4 Console
--------------------------------------------------------------App : app
Path: /var/www/html/pbj/app/
--------------------------------------------------------------SETTING UP TABLES
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tables added and configured successfully.
The Super User is set to its default [User:qns, Password: cisco123].
The initial files have been checked out from the configured SVN repository.
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Once initialized, PBJ is accessible at the following URL:
AIO: http://<aioip>/pbj/api.html
Full environment: https://<lbvip01ip>:9443/pbj/api.html

Authentication
The API uses Basic HTTP Authentication over SSL. The username and password are base-64 encoded and passed in an
HTTP header.

Patterns In the API
The API follows a consistent pattern that allows for discovery and Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) functionality.
Requests come through POSTing to a base path of https://servername/pbj/API/
The third parameter element of the path is the data type being manipulated such as:
https://servername/pbj/API/Systems/
The last parameter for most requests is the method being executed on the data type such as returning the list of items
for that data type
https://servername/pbj/API/Systems/index
The methods most commonly used are the following:


/index – Returns the list of the items for the data type. This is like an export for that data type.



/get/%itemID% - Returns the individual item for the data type.



/add/ - Used along with POSTing the JSON data to the server as a form encoded parameter such as: 
&json=%encoded data%



/update/%itemID% - Used along with the POSTing of the JSON data to the server similar to the /add/ method.



/delete/%itemID% - Used to delete an individual item.

In addition a few utility methods exist which can be used for additional functionality and to ease learning of the JSON
part of the API.


/import – Used along with POSTing JSON data that represents a group of JSON objects for a data type. Items with
duplicate IDs will overwrite existing items if there are changes.



/getNewJSON – Returns an example new JSON items that can be modified.



/getValidationJSON – Returns the validation JSON file for reading/evaluation the JSON structure. The Validation
JSON structure is explained in the Validation JSON File Structure, page 87 section.

UUIDs
If you need to get a Universally Unique ID, you can request one from the API:
https://servername/pbj/API/getUUID
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The API will return a JSON object with a new UUID similar to the following:
{
"uuid": "545cca1c-c184-4a77-ad74-2149fd2fc638"

}
In addition you can use “%uuid%” as a macro in POSTed JSON and the server will replace the macro with a UUID.

Suggested Best Practices
It is recommended that before performing operations with API data that a checkout or update be done with the Publish
API, page 84.

Systems API
Most installations will only have one system configuration, and that configuration will cover specific installation settings
for this installation.
The following examples use the same UUID for the system as 1 for the sake of example. This is not a recommended
practice, but makes the examples easier to read.

Retrieve a New System Instance
https://servername/pbj/API/getNewJSON
The API will return be a JSON structure similar to:
{
"id": "1",
"sessionExpirationHours": "8",
"sessionExpirationMinutes": "0",
"enableMultiPrimaryKey": "false",
"name": "system-1",
"description": "This is a system loaded from JSON",
"timeoutForUnknownSession": "0",
"timeoutForSoftDelete": "1",
"pluginConfigurations": {
"asyncThreadingConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-ac70-4572-87a6-39f8fd2fc638",
"defaultProcessingThreads": "5",
"defaultActionPriority": "5",
"defaultActionThreads": "10",
"defaultActionQueueSize": "500",
"defaultActionDropOldestWhenFull": "true"
},
"balanceConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-d6a0-4564-94a0-39f8fd2fc638",
"balanceDatabasePrimaryIpAddress": "localhost",
"balanceDatabaseSecondaryIpAddress": "",
"balanceDatabasePort": "27017",
"dbWriteConcern": "OneInstanceSafe",
"dbReadPreference": "Primary",
"failoverSlaMs": "2000",
"maxReplicationWaitTimeMs": "100",
"defaultMinimumDosageTimeBased": "60",
"defaultMinimumDosageVolumeBased": "1000",
"expiredReservationsPurgeTime": "1",
"recurringRefreshMaxDelay": "0",
"maxSharedSubscribers": "1000",
"reduceDosageOnThreshold": "true"
},
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"threadingConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-fbbc-4c0f-8859-39f8fd2fc638",
"threadPoolConfiguration": [
{
"id": "545cd1e5-2074-48eb-b876-39f8fd2fc638",
"threadPoolName": "rules",
"threads": "50",
"queueSize": "0",
"scaleByCpuCore": "true"
}
]
},
"usumSprConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-4464-40a5-8438-39f8fd2fc638",
"sprConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-68b8-4798-9df6-39f8fd2fc638",
"disableRegexSearch": "false",
"enableAvpRegexSearch": "false",
"excludeSuspendedSubscribersFromPolicy": "false",
"searchQueryResultsLimit": "1000",
"maxNumberOfLocationsToStoreInHistory": "5",
"lastVisitedDateThreshold": "2",
"policyEngineSubmissionConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-8d0c-49d7-98f0-39f8fd2fc638",
"enable": "true",
"messageQueueSize": "1000",
"messageQueueSleep": "50",
"messageQueueBatchSize": "500",
"messageQueuePoolSize": "5",
"notificationRateLimit": "50"
}
},
"databaseConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-b1c4-489e-b644-39f8fd2fc638",
"useMinimumIndexes": "false",
"dbWriteConcern": "OneInstanceSafe",
"dbReadPreference": "Primary",
"failoverSlaMs": "2000",
"maxReplicationWaitTimeMs": "100",
"shardConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-d618-4df3-82bc-39f8fd2fc638",
"primaryIpAddress": "localhost",
"secondaryIpAddress": "",
"port": "27017"
}
}
},
"voucherConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-fd8c-4dbf-98bf-39f8fd2fc638",
"voucherDb": "localhost",
"voucherDbSecondary": "",
"port": "27017"
},
"unifiedApiConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-22a8-41d6-ab35-39f8fd2fc638",
"submitRequestsToAuditLog": "true",
"submitReadRequestsToAuditLog": "false",
"fieldsToWrapWithCdataTags": "networkId,password,data,oldNetworkId,oldPassword,newPassword"
},
"portalConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-47c4-4dd7-bec1-39f8fd2fc638",
"primaryDbName": "localhost",
"secondaryDbName": "",
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"port": "27017"
},
"radiusConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-6ce0-4297-97ff-39f8fd2fc638",
"accountingPort": "1813",
"authorizationPort": "1812",
"coaPort": "3799",
"accountingEnabled": "true",
"authorizationEnabled": "true",
"coaEnabled": "false",
"logAccessRequests": "false",
"logAccounting": "false",
"dateTimeFormat": "yyyyMMddHHmmss",
"locationDbHost1": "localhost",
"locationDbHost2": "",
"locationDbPort": "27017",
"disableLocationDb": "false",
"disconnectOnWebLogin": "false"
},
"customerReferenceDataConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-9260-4557-9d3c-39f8fd2fc638",
"primaryDatabaseIp": "localhost",
"secondaryDatabaseIp": "",
"port": "27017"
},
"congestionReferenceData": {
"id": "545cd1e5-5208-4958-a4d5-39f8fd2fc638"
},
"ldapConfiguration": {},
"diameterConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-b7e0-41c4-a5b2-39f8fd2fc638",
"staleSessionTimer": "180",
"useV9EventTriggerMapping": "true",
"rel8UsageMonitoringSupported": "true",
"diameterStacks": [
{
"id": "545cd1e5-ddc4-4f27-b489-39f8fd2fc638",
"name": "JSON_GX",
"realm": "cisco.com",
"acceptUndefinedPeer": "true",
"inboundPeers": [
{
"realms": [
{
"name": "cisco.com",
"processingProtocol": "GX_TGPP"
}
]
}
],
"localEndPoints": [
{
"id": "545cd1e5-072c-4d7d-b730-39f8fd2fc638",
"localHostName": "localhost",
"advertisedDiameterFQDN": "localhost",
"listeningPort": "3868",
"localBindIp": "127.0.0.1"
}
]
},
{
"id": "545cd1e5-3030-4f87-83e7-39f8fd2fc638",
"name": "JSON_GY",
"realm": "cisco.com",
"acceptUndefinedPeer": "true",
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"inboundPeers": [
{
"realms": [
{
"name": "cisco.com",
"processingProtocol": "GY_V8"
}
]
}
],
"localEndPoints": [
{
"id": "545cd1e5-5038-42a7-8101-39f8fd2fc638",
"localHostName": "localhost",
"advertisedDiameterFQDN": "localhost",
"listeningPort": "3869",
"localBindIp": "127.0.0.1"
}
]
}
]
},
"notificationConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-7040-41f5-9439-39f8fd2fc638",
"emailNotificationConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-9048-43be-a6c4-39f8fd2fc638",
"mailServerAddress": "anandmail.com",
"login": "admin@anandmail.com",
"password": "admin",
"enableTLS": "false",
"smtpPort": "25"
},
"realTimeNotificationConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-b050-45fc-8c22-39f8fd2fc638",
"failureXMLDirectory": "c:/xml/failedxml",
"maxStorage": "10"
}
},
"pop3Configuration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-d058-4e3e-9872-39f8fd2fc638"
},
"isgPrepaidConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-f060-48e6-9ba5-39f8fd2fc638",
"accountingPort": "1815",
"authorizationPort": "1814",
"accountingEnabled": "true",
"authorizationEnabled": "true"
},
"sceConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-10cc-4a59-ad00-39f8fd2fc638",
"loginPullGroup": "NO_GROUP",
"monitorLockSeconds": "15",
"reconnectSceMs": "500",
"monitorPollMs": "500",
"quotaStatusBucketsToProcess": "1",
"quotaProcessingThreshold": "5",
"prependUuidOnSubscriberId": "true"
},
"dhcpConfiguration": {
"id": "545cd1e5-3138-4b84-8168-39f8fd2fc638",
"dhcpListenPort": "67",
"secondaryDhcpListenPort": "68",
"localBoundIpAddress": "127.0.0.1",
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"accessPointMacRegex": "",
"accessPointGroupRegex": "",
"ssidRegex": "",
"listenToDhcpMessages": "false",
"parseEncapsulatedPacket": "true",
"echoDhcpMessage": "false",
"locationLookup": "false"
}
},
"clusters": [
{
"id": "545cd1e5-72d8-49e0-82a2-39f8fd2fc638",
"name": "cluster-1",
"description": "This is a cluster loaded from JSON",
"adminDb": {
"id": "545cd1e5-93a8-45f3-a7fd-39f8fd2fc638",
"primaryIpAddress": "localhost",
"secondaryIpAddress": "",
"port": "27017"
}
}
]
}

The system JSON will need to be changed to reflect the server installation details to appropriately specify IP addresses
and proper system settings before POSTing the JSON to the API.

Submitting the New System Instance
Once the JSON has been updated to properly reflect the installation details it can be uploaded to the server through the
API. While the authentication process is identical with all requests, the sending of the JSON to the server requires that
the server receive a web form request. This involves adding the form post header:
'Content-Type': 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8'

The data should then be passed to the server as a form parameter:
data[json]=value passed to the server

which will be form encoded to something like:
data%5Bjson%5D=%7B% … [truncated for brevity] … %0A%7D

Success
Upon successfully inserting the system into the configuration files, the API will return something similar to the following:
{
"message": "Success",
"id": "1"
}

Failure
If there are any issues inserting the JSON due to validation errors, the server may return something similar to the
following. Note that the line wrapping in this example is only for readability within this document.
{
"message": "failure",
"failure": {
"code": [
"The Master JSON file has a property of \"name\" that appears to be missing. Description: A
string describing the system "
]
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}

Updating the System
The process for adding and updating the system is nearly identical, the only variation is the need to change the URL:
http://servername/pbj/API/Systems/update/1
The form encoding and the success and failure messages should be identical. See the previous Submitting the New
System Instance, page 78 section for details.

Deleting the System
It is generally not recommended to delete the system from the configuration. If you have determined that you need to
delete the system rather than updating it you should pass the UUID to the Systems delete method:
https://servername/pbj/API/Systems/delete/1

Notes About Utility Methods
The utility methods for returning a new JSON example (https://servername/pbj/API/getNewJSON) will return a common
configuration, but this may not reflect more elements than your installation needs.
If that is the case, you may remove properties from the configuration to reduce the total data stored and to keep the
configuration simple. Some nodes are required and they are marked as such in the validation JSON file
(https://servername/pbj/API/getValidationJSON) which can be used as a reference as well.

Customer Reference Table and Data API
The Customer Reference Data API involves several steps and pieces. If you do not follow the correct steps, unexpected
behavior may be seen.
1. Setup a customer reference data table.
2. Publish the customer reference data table. See the Publish API, page 84 section.
3. Then begin interacting with the customer reference data
Attempts to manage the customer reference data before publishing the data table structure to the server will result in
errors.
In the examples below, the ID will be set to 1 for ease of reading, but this is not recommended in production as it will
increase the likelihood of a conflict since it is not a UUID.

Configuring a Customer Reference Data Table
A default customer reference data table should be retrieved from the API:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceDataTable/getNewJSON
This will return something similar to:
{
"id": "1",
"name": "Table Name",
"displayName": "Table Display Name",
"cacheResults": true,
"columns": [
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{
"id": "545d11db-a4cc-4405-b76a-39dcfd2fc638",
"name": "column_name_no_spaces",
"displayName": "Column Display Name May Contain Spaces",
"type": "String",
"_allowed_values_type": "String/Long/Double/Boolean/Date_Excludes_Time/Date",
"key": true,
"required": true,
"columnValidation": {
"regularExpression": "^([a-z][A-Z][0-9])+$",
"regularExpressionDescription": "Alpha numeric"
}
}
]
}

The table name should be specified as ASCII characters without spaces. The displayName field can be used to put a
longer description of the table and can contain spaces.
The columns property is an array of JSON objects that describe the column structure of the table. Because multiple
columns will be needed to describe a data set, you should use the %uuid% macro for the ID:
"columns": [
{
"id": "%uuid%",
"name": "column_name_1",
"displayName": "Column Display Name May One",
"type": "String",
… truncated for example
},
{
"id": "%uuid%",
"name": "column_name_2",
"displayName": "Column Display Name May Two",
"type": "String",
… truncated for example
}
]

The key attribute should be true for only one column. It is traditional for this to be the first column defined.
Once the table structure is defined you can publish it to the server by POSTing it to the following server path:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceDataTables/add/
Make sure to add the form post header:
'Content-Type': 'application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8'

The data should then be passed to the server as a form parameter:
data[json]=value passed to the server

which will be encoded to something like:
data%5Bjson%5D=%7B% … [truncated for brevity] … %0A%7D

Success
Upon successfully inserting the customer reference data table into the configuration files, the API will return something
similar to the following:
{
"message": "Success",
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"id": "1"
}

Failure
If there are any issues inserting the JSON due to validation errors, the server may return something similar to the
following. Note that the line wrapping in this example is only for readability within this document:
{
"message": "failure",
"failure": {
"code": [
"The Master JSON file has a property of \"name\" that appears to be missing. Description: A string
describing the table "
]
}

Once the table has been configured it needs to be published to the production. This can be done through the Publish
API, page 84’s commitAndPublish method.

Management of Customer Reference Data
The live tables, once published, may be changed through the CustomerReferenceData API. This API is different in two
important ways:


You are interacting with the live database data.



The methods being called have ‘Row’ at the end of them. This helps draw attention to the fact that you are working
with live data.

The base path for this API is https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData
The methods associated with this data set are the following:


/index/%tableName% - Returns the complete result set from the table name passed.



/importRows/%tableName% - When JSON is POSTed to this method the rows will be attempted to be inserted into
the table name passed as a URL parameter.



/getRow/%tableName%/%rowID% - Returns an individual row from the table.



/addRow/%tableName% - Attempts to insert POSTed JSON data into the table name supplied.



/updateRow/%tableName%/%rowID% - Attempts to insert the POSTed JSON data into the table name supplied.



/deleteRow/%tableName%/%rowID% - Attempts to delete the corresponding row from the table name supplied.

Retrieving a Customer Reference Data Table’s Data
A Customer Reference Data Table’s data is retrievable through the index method. The request will look something like:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/index/tableName
You must specify the ASCII only tableName specified in the CustomerReferenceDataTables configuration.
Data will be returned in the following format:
{
"rows": [
{
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"key": "808",
"value": "A User Drum Sample"
},
{
"key": "5",
"value": "Beethoven’s Fifth Element"
}
]
}

The data is returned in the order that the database returns it and is not sorted by the API.
Individual records can be retrieved by requesting the ID as a parameter to the following request:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/getRow/tableName/1
The UUID passed may be more complex than an integer as in the above example. The data will be returned in the same
format as the example above, just a single row.

Adding To a Customer Reference Data Table’s Data
There are two mechanisms for adding data to the customer reference data table, one in bulk with an import, and another
through add.

Importing Data
The data POSTed to the server needs to be in the following format:
[
{
"key": “key1",
"value": “The firstest of the imported values"
},
{
"key": “key2",
"value": “The secondest of the imported values"
}
]

The data needs to be POSTed to the following API path:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/importRows/tableName

Success
If the import is successful the API will return:
{
"rows": [],
"message": "Success"
}

Failure
If the import fails you will be returned a message similar to:
{
"message": "Failure",
"header": 400,
"response": "<string>Entry duplicates another entry which is not allowed</string>",
"url": "http://10.94.251.41:8080/custrefdata/test/_create"
}
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The message property shows the failure and the other fields are related to the API’s response. This information may be
used for debugging.

Adding an Individual Row
Individual Rows can be inserted into the database with the following server request with POSTed JSON:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/addRow/1
The JSON should be formatted similarly to the following:
{
"key": "404",
"value": "Nothing to see here."
}

Updating A Customer Reference Data Table Row
Individual Rows can be updated in the database with the following server request with POSTed JSON:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/updateRow/1
The update JSON must have the same key:value as the original row.

{
"key": "404",
"value": "No sample data"
}

Deleting a Customer Reference Data Table Row
To delete a row POSTing to the following path, passing the ID to be deleted, will remove the row:
https://servername/pbj/API/CustomerReferenceData/deleteRow/1

Success
If the delete is successful the API will return:
{
"rows": [],
"message": "Success",
"deleted": "404"
}

Failure
If the delete fails you will be returned a message similar to:
{
"message": "Failure",
"header": 404,
"response": "",
"url": "http://10.0.0.1:8080/custrefdata/test/_delete"
}
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Publish API
The CPS software uses SVN for configuration file management. This API uses a base path of
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/
The following commands are supported:


checkout - Checks out the latest code from the configuration repository.



commit - Commmits configuration changes to the configuration repository, but does not publish the changes to the
live server.



commitAndPublish – Commits and then Publishes the changes to the live server with one command.



publish - Publishes the changes to the live server.



revert – Reverses any changes to a JSON configuration file and reverts it to its last state.



status - Returns the status of changes to the configuration files.



update - Retrieves the latest configuration files from the repository.

Retrieving Configuration Files
The checkout method initially retrieves the configuration files from the SVN server. Once you have retrieved the files, the
update command can be used to get the latest changes (a recommended practice, even though it may seem
unnecessary).

Checkout
When requesting the following:
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/checkout
The server should return something similar to:
{
"command": "svn checkout --non-interactive configured/path/to/server .",
"output": [
"file:///SVNrep/PolicyBuilder",
"/var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-PBnJ/broadhop/checkout",
"Checked out revision 1."
],
"return": 0,
"execTime": 1.7
}

Update
Since the checkout only needs to be done when new unchecked-out files exist, in most cases an update will be sufficient.
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/update
The server will return something similar to:
{
"command": "svn update --non-interactive",
"output": [
"file:///Users/rpeterma/Documents/localsvn/SVNrep/PolicyBuilder",
"/var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-PBnJ/broadhop/checkout",
"Updating '.':",
"At revision 386."
],
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"return": 0,
"execTime": 0.11
}

Committing and Publishing Changes
Once you have made changes with the API, the following three methods will be useful to confirm changes and then save
them off to the appropriate servers.

Status
To confirm that only configuration files you believe are changed are actually changed you can use the status method.
This will return files that have changes:
https://servername/pbj/API/status
This method returns a list of changed files, something similar to:
{
"command": "svn status --non-interactive",
"output": [
"M
systems.json",
"?
customer_reference_data_search_table_groups.json",
"M
customer_reference_data_tables.json",
"?
customer_reference_data_triggers.json"
],
"return": 0,
"execTime": 0.022982835769653
}

Committing
Committing submits the changes to the configuration server, but the changes are not published to the running server.
The commit command looks like the following:
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/commit
When the command is executed the following will be the returned format:
{
"command": "svn commit --non-interactive /var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-PBnJ/broadhop/commit",
"output": [],
"execTime": 0.03700590133667,
"return": 1
}

Publishing
To push changes to the live CPS installation, the publish method can be used. It is strongly recommended that the commit
command be used first. This can be done with one request using the commitAndPublish command.
The following command will publish the latest local configuration files to the running instance of CPS:
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/publish
The server will then return something similar to the following:
[
{
"command": "svn delete --non-interactive -m \"Deleting old config\" file:///SVNrep/PolicyBuilder
--force",
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"output": [
"",
"Committed revision 321."
],
"execTime": 0.097008943557739,
"return": 0
},
{
"command": "svn import --non-interactive . file:///SVNrep/PolicyBuilder --force
configuration to the run instance.\"",
"output": [
"Adding
systems.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_triggers.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_tables.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_search_table_groups.json"
"",
"Committed revision 322."
],
"execTime": 3.4752418994904,
"return": 0
}
]

-m \"importing the

Both: Commit and Publish
To backup the changed configurations to the config server and push the changes to the running server:
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/commitAndChange
The server will return the results from both requests mentioned earlier.
{
"commit": {
"command": "svn commit --non-interactive /var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-PBnJ/broadhop/checkout",
"output": [],
"execTime": 0.044254064559937,
"return": 1
},
"publish": [
{
"command": "svn delete --non-interactive -m \"Deleting old config\" file:///SVNrep/PolicyBuilder
--force",
"output": [
"",
"Committed revision 323."
],
"execTime": 0.086034059524536,
"return": 0
},
{
"command": "svn import --non-interactive . file:///SVNrep/PolicyBuilder --force -m \"importing
the configuration to the run instance.\"",
"output": [
"Adding
systems.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_triggers.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_tables.json",
"Adding
customer_reference_data_search_table_groups.json",
"Committed revision 324."
],
"execTime": 3.3228950500488,
"return": 0
}
]
}
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Reverting Changes
To revert changes and return the files to their last checked in state, the revert method can be used to undo the changes.
https://servername/pbj/API/Publish/revert/%filename%
The filename passed in the path will be reverted to its last state, and the server will return something similar to the
following:
{
"command": "svn revert --non-interactive systems.json",
"output": [
"file:///Users/rpeterma/Documents/localsvn/SVNrep/PolicyBuilder",
"/var/broadhop/pb/workspace/tmp-PBnJ/broadhop/checkout",
"Reverted 'systems.json'"
],
"execTime": 0.57029604911804,
"return": 0
}

Validation JSON File Structure
The validation files are used to confirm that the data submitted to the server are valid and will provide the server with the
data it needs.
The files represent a single instance of a data type, such as a System. Each JSON attribute is paired with a sub-JSON
object that has:


a description, which includes type and the purpose of the field,



an optional required attribute is used to specify whether or not the value is required,



an optional children attribute that is used to create the relationship to child objects – which also have the same
attributes.

{
"id": {"description":"UUID String", "required":true},
"name": {"description":"A string describing the system", "required":true},
"description": {"description":"A string describing the purpose of this system", "required":false},
"sessionExpirationHours": {"description":"A number defining the length of session length's
hours"},
"sessionExpirationMinutes": {"description":"A number defining the length of a session length's
minutes"},
"enableMultiPrimaryKey": {"description":"true or false as to whether the enable multi-primary key
setting should be enabled"},
"timeoutForUnknownSession": {"description":"A number defining the length of an unknown session in
minutes."},
"timeoutForSoftDelete": {"description":"A number defining the length for how long a soft delete
should timeout"},
"clusters": {"description":"An array of cluster configurations.", "children":
[
{
/* cluster configuration */
}
]
}
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Fault List
First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: November 2, 2015
This chapter covers the following sections:


Overview, page 89



Configuration, page 89

Overview
The Fault list configuration in Policy builder allows configuring the thresholds at which License Usage Threshold
Exceeded traps are sent out. The default recommended values are: Critical 95, Major 90, Minor 85 and Warning 80 which
would result in traps being sent at 80, 85, 90 and 95 percent for License Usage Threshold Limits.
For example, if the license limit is 10000 sessions and there are 9600 active sessions, configuring the threshold at 95
and type as Critical would generate a Critical trap whose message is Session Count License Usage at 96%, exceeding
threshold: 95%.

Configuration
1. Open the Policy Builder GUI.
2. Go to Reference Data tab and select Fault List from the left hand pane.
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3. Under Create Child, click Fault List to create a License Usage Threshold Fault as below.

4. Choose a Name for the Fault List. Currently, only License Usage Threshold Percentage fault type is supported. The
Alarm Severity can be configured to be one of Critical, Major, Minor or Warning.
The recommended values for License Usage Threshold Percentage are:
—

Critical 95

—

Major 90

—

Minor 85

—

Warning 80.

The above PB configuration when saved and published would trigger an application trap of type MAJOR when the 90%
threshold configuration is crossed. One example of a trap sent would be number of licenses exceeded.
Validation Steps:
1. Configure a Threshold Limit as explained above in PB.
2. Generate active sessions exceeding the configured threshold limit.
3. Validate the Traps are received on the configured trap receiver for the defined limit and Severity.
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Disks
First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: November 2, 2015
This appendix describes the steps needed to repartition the sessionmgr disks so that the increased number of
subscribers (> 10 million) can be accommodated.


Cloning and Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr01 VM, page 91



Cloning and Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr02 VM, page 95

Cloning and Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr01 VM
This section covers the following topics:


Clone Sessionmgr01 VM, page 91



Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr01 VM, page 92

Clone Sessionmgr01 VM
Before disk repartition, clone sessionmgr01. This step is optional but to reduce the risk of losing the data during disk
repartitioning, the customer can take the backup of sessionmgr01 VM. If the customer does not have enough space to
take the backup this step can be ignored.

Prerequisite
Blade with enough space to hold cloned image of sessionmgr01.

Downtime
No downtime

Steps
1. Login to vSphere Client on sessionmgr01 blade with administrator credentials.
2. Right-click sessionmgr01 and select Clone > Choose appropriate inventory in which blade resides > Choose the
blade with enough space to hold sessionmgr01 image > Next > Next > Finish.
3. Cloning starts. Wait for it to finish the process.

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr01 VM
Prerequisite
None

Downtime
During this procedure Sessionmgr01 is shut down 2 times. Estimate approximately 30 minutes of downtime for
sessionmgr01.
CPS continues to operate using the other sessionmgr02 while sessionmgr01 is stopped as part of procedure.

Steps
1. Log in to sessionmgr01 as a root user.
2. The following commands may be executed to help identify which partition requires additional space.
# df -h
Filesystem
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_root
tmpfs
/dev/sda1
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_home
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var
tmpfs

Size
7.9G
1.9G
485M
2.0G
85G
2.3G

Used Avail Use% Mounted on
1.5G 6.0G 20% /
0 1.9G
0% /dev/shm
32M 428M
7% /boot
68M 1.9G
4% /home
16G
65G 20% /var
2.1G 172M 93% /var/data/sessions.1

# pvdisplay
--- Physical volume --PV Name
/dev/sda2
VG Name
vg_shiprock
PV Size
99.51 GiB / not usable 3.00 MiB
Allocatable
yes (but full)
PE Size
4.00 MiB
Total PE
25474
Free PE
0
Allocated PE
25474
PV UUID
l3Mjox-tLfK-jj4X-98dJ-K3c1-EOel-SlOBq1
# vgdisplay
--- Volume group --VG Name
System ID
Format
Metadata Areas
Metadata Sequence No
VG Access
VG Status
MAX LV
Cur LV
Open LV
Max PV
Cur PV
Act PV
VG Size
PE Size
Total PE
Alloc PE / Size
Free PE / Size
VG UUID

vg_shiprock
lvm2
1
5
read/write
resizable
0
4
4
0
1
1
99.51 GiB
4.00 MiB
25474
25474 / 99.51 GiB
0 / 0
P1ET44-jiEI-DIbd-baYt-fVom-bhUn-zgs5Fz
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(df -h): /var is /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var. This is equivalent to device /dev/vg_shiprock/lv_var.



(pvdisplay): vg_shiprock (used by lv_var which is /var) is on /dev/sda2.

3. Execute the fdisk command to check the disk size.
# fdisk -l /dev/sda
Disk /dev/sda: 107.4 GB, 107374182400 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 13054 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk identifier: 0x0008dcae
Device Boot
Start
End
Blocks
/dev/sda1
*
1
64
512000
Partition 1 does not end on cylinder boundary.
/dev/sda2
64
13055
104344576

Id
83

System
Linux

8e

Linux LVM

4. Power down the Virtual Machine.
# shutdown -h now
Note: If cloning is not possible because of space limitation on Blade, backup of sessionmgr01 VM can be taken by
saving OVF of sessionmgr01 VM to local storage like Laptop, Desktop. (Both cloning and OVF backup are optional
steps, but either one of them is highly recommended.)
5. Log in using the VMWare vSphere Client as an administrator (e.g. root) to the ESXi host which has your Linux Virtual
Machine on it.
6. Right-click on the Virtual Machine and select Edit Settings > Click Hard Disk 1 > Increase the Provisioned Size of the
Hard Disk.
7. Power ON the Virtual Machine.
8. Log in (ssh) to the Virtual Machine as root user.
9. Confirm that disk space has been added to the /dev/sda partition.
# fdisk -l /dev/sda
Disk /dev/sda: 70.5 GB, 79529246720 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 9668 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes

10. Execute the following commands (Bold Characters indicates actual inputs from user (all of them are in lower case).
# fdisk /dev/sda
The number of cylinders for this disk is set to 7832.
There is nothing wrong with that, but this is larger than 1024,
and could in certain setups cause problems with:
1) software that runs at boot time (e.g., old versions of LILO)
2) booting and partitioning software from other OSs
(e.g., DOS FDISK, OS/2 FDISK)
Command (m for help): p
Disk /dev/sda: 64.4 GB, 64424509440 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 7832 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes
Device Boot
Start
End
Blocks
Id System
/dev/sda1
*
1
13
104391
83 Linux
/dev/sda2
14
7179
57560895
8e Linux LVM
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Command (m for help): d
Partition number (1-4): 2
Command (m for help): n
Command action
e
extended
p
primary partition (1-4)
p
Partition number (1-4): 2
First cylinder (14-7832, default 14): [press enter]
Using default value 14
Last cylinder +sizeM/+sizeK (14-7832,default 7832): [press enter]
Using default value 7832
Command (m for help): t
Partition number (1-4): 2
Hex code (type L to list codes): 8e
Changed system type of partition 2 to 8e (Linux LVM)
Command (m for help): w
The partition table has been altered!
Calling ioctl() to re-read partition table.
WARNING: Re-reading the partition table failed with error 16: Device or resource busy.
The kernel still uses the old table.
The new table will be used at the next reboot.
Syncing disks.

11. Reboot the sessionmgr01 VM by executing the following command:
# reboot

This ensures that the new setting match up with the kernel.
12. After reboot, execute following command:
# pvresize /dev/sda2
Physical volume "/dev/sda2" changed
1 physical volume(s) resized / 0 physical volume(s) not resized

13. Confirm that the additional free space is added in sessionmgr VM.
# vgdisplay
--- Volume group --VG Name
vg_shiprock
System ID
Format
lvm2
Metadata Areas
1
Metadata Sequence No 5
VG Access
read/write
VG Status
resizable
MAX LV
0
Cur LV
4
Open LV
4
Max PV
0
Cur PV
1
Act PV
1
VG Size
129.51 GiB
PE Size
4.00 MiB
Total PE
32974
Alloc PE / Size
25474 / 99.51 GiB
Free PE / Size
7500 / 30.00 GB
VG UUID
pPSNBU-FRWO‐z3aC-iAxS-ewaw-jOFT-dTcBKd

14. Verify that the /var partition is mounted on /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var.
#df -h
Filesystem
Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_root
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18G 2.5G
15G 15% /
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_home
5.7G 140M 5.3G
3% /home
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var
85G
16G
65G
20% /var
/dev/sda1
99M
40M
55M 43% /boot
tmpfs
16G
0
16G
0% /dev/shm
tmpfs
8.0G 1.1G 7.0G 14% /data/sessions.1

15. Extend /var partition to take up additional free space.
#lvextend -l +100%FREE /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var
Extending logical volume lv_var to 120.00 GB
Logical volume lv_var successfully resized

16. Check the newly added space in /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var.
# lvdisplay

17. Add space to VM file system.
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var
resize2fs 1.39 (29-May-2006)
Filesystem at /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var is mounted on /var; on-line resizing required
Performing an on-line resize of /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var to 6553600 (4k) blocks.
The filesystem on /dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var is now 6553600 blocks long.

18. Check the increased size of /var partition.
# df -h
Filesystem
Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_root
23G 2.1G
20G 10% /
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_home
5.7G 140M 5.3G
3% /home
/dev/mapper/vg_shiprock-lv_var
130G
16G
95G 12% /var
/dev/sda1
99M
40M
55M 43% /boot
tmpfs
2.0G
0 2.0G
0% /dev/shm

Cloning and Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr02 VM


Repeat the Clone Sessionmgr01 VM, page 91 and Disk Repartitioning of Sessionmgr01 VM, page 92 on
sessionmgr02 for cloning and disk repartitioning of sessionmgr02 VM.
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CPS Commands
First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: November 2, 2015
This chapter provides descriptions of CPS administrative commands.


about.sh, page 98



adduser.sh, page 98



build_all.sh, page 98



build_etc.sh, page 99



build_set.sh, page 100



capture_env.sh, page 100



change_passwd.sh, page 101



cleanup_license.sh, page 101



copytoall.sh, page 101



diagnostics.sh, page 102



list_installed_features.sh, page 103



reinit.sh, page 105



restartall.sh, page 105



restartqns.sh, page 106



runonall.sh, page 106



service, page 106



startall.sh, page 106



startqns.sh, page 107



statusall.sh, page 107



stopall.sh, page 109



stopqns.sh, page 109



syncconfig.sh, page 111



top_qps.sh, page 112



vm-init.sh, page 113
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about.sh
This command displays core, patch, and feature software version information and URLs to the various interfaces and APIs
for the deployment.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/diag/about.sh [-h]
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager



pcrfclient

adduser.sh
This utility adds a new user to the specified nodes that are part of the CPS deployment. These accounts will be
provisioned without shell access and, as such, they're only useful for authenticating against the various web-based GUIs
used to administrate CPS.
The hosts that get provisioned with these new accounts can be selected using the 'node-regex' option. The default
regular expression used by the script is:
node-regex ::= ^(pcrfclient|qns|lb[0-9]+|sessionmgr)
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/support/adduser.sh [-h] [node-regex]
When prompted for the user’s group, set ‘qns-svn’ for read-write permissions or ‘qns-ro’ for read-only permissions.
To add a user with 'read/write' access to Control Center, their group should be 'qns'.


To check if a user already exists, login in as root and enter ‘su <username>’.



To check a user’s ‘groups’, enter ‘groups <username>’.

Executable on VMs


All

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/support/adduser.sh
Enter username: username
Enter group for the user: groupname
Enter password: password
Re-enter password: password
The above example adds username to all the VMs in the cluster.

build_all.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager to rebuild CPS package.
Syntax


/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build_all.sh



/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_all.sh
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Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_all.sh
Building /etc/broadhop...
Copying to /var/qps/images/etc.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...
Copying /etc/puppet to /var/qps/images/puppet.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...
Copying Policy Builder configuration (/var/qps/current_config/pb_config) to
/var/qps/images/svn.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...
Copying Policy Builder configuration (/var/qps/current_config/pb_config_aio) to
/var/qps/images/svn_aio.tar.gz...
Updating tar from: /var/qps/env_config/ to /var/www/html/images/
Creating MD5 Checksum...
Building /var/qps/bin...
Copying /var/qps/bin to /var/qps/images/scripts_bin.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...
Extracting QPS software...
Extracting installer...
Building image: controlcenter...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/controlcenter.tar.gz.md5chksum
Building image: diameter_endpoint...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/diameter_endpoint.tar.gz.md5chksum
Building image: iomanager01...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/iomanager01.tar.gz.md5chksum
Building image: iomanager02...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/iomanager02.tar.gz.md5chksum
Building image: pb...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/pb.tar.gz.md5chksum
Building image: pcrf...
Creating MD5 Checksum... /var/qps/images/pcrf.tar.gz.md5chksum
Copying portal default database to /var/qps/images/portal_dump.tar.gz
Creating MD5 Checksum for portal dump...
Copying PBJ to /var/qps/images/pbj.tar.gz
Copying portal to /var/qps/images/portal.tar.gz
Creating MD5 Checksum for portal.tar.gz...
Copying wispr.war to /var/qps/images/wispr.war
Ouput images to /var/qps/images/

build_etc.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager to rebuild etc.tar.gz in /etc/broadhop/ directory.
Syntax
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_etc.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager
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Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_etc.sh
Building /etc/broadhop...
Copying to /var/qps/images/etc.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...

build_set.sh
This command is used to rebuild replica sets. This command is normally only run the first time the environment starts,
but can be used if CPS databases must be rebuilt.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh [--help]
Executable on VMs


All

Example
To create replica-sets for SPR.
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --spr --create
Starting Replica-Set Creation
Please select your choice: replica sets sharded (1) or non-sharded (2):
2

capture_env.sh
This command collects most of the debug logs to debug an issue.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/support/env/capture_env.sh
Executable on VMs


pcrfclient01/02

Output
This command provides the following information to collect logs:


-h|--help: Show usage



-q|--qns: For capturing qns logs (default is to skip qns logs)



-t|--trap: For capturing trap logs (default is to skip trap logs)



-m|--mongo: For capturing mongo logs (default is to skip mongo logs)



-v|--var-log: For capturing /var/log/messages (default is to skip the log)



-a|--age: Should be followed by maximum age of log based on last modification time (defaults to 1 day)



-n|--host: Should be followed by common separated list of hostnames for capturing logs (defaults to all hosts)

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/support/env/capture_env.sh
Creating archive of QPS environment information...
---------------------------
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Capturing
Capturing
Capturing
Capturing

/etc/broadhop...
logs...
Policy Builder data...
installed software versions...

change_passwd.sh
Change the Control Center user’s (linux user) password on Cluster Manager VM or pcrfclient VM.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/support/change_passwd.sh [-h]
Executable on VMs


All

Example
[root@host /]# change_passwd.sh
Enter username whose password needs to be changed:
Enter new password:
Re-enter new password:
Done.
Disconnecting from pcrfclient01... done.

cleanup_license.sh
Cleans up the records related to license in the licensedfeats collection in the sharding DB. This command must be run
as root user when license file is updated on pcrfclient machine.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/cleanup_license.sh [-h]
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager



pcrfclient01/02

copytoall.sh
Prior to 7.0.5 release, in order to propagate the changes done in Cluster Manager, user used to execute reinit.sh
which in turn triggers each CPS VM to download and install the updated VM images from the Cluster Manager and it time
consuming process.
In CPS 7.0.5 and higher releases, if minor changes are made to any file in Cluster Manager, instead of executing
reinit.sh script, use this command to synchronize the modified files from Cluster Manager to all other VMs.
Syntax
copytoall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager
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Example
1. If the user updated /etc/broadhop/logback.xml file in Cluster Manager.
2. Build etc directory on each cluster by executing build_all.sh from Cluster Manager to rebuild CPS package script.
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/build/build_all.sh
3. Execute the following command to copy the file:
SSHUSER_PREFERROOT=true copytoall.sh /etc/broadhop/logback.xml /etc/broadhop/logback.xml

diagnostics.sh
Runs a set of diagnostics and displays the current state of the system. If any components are not running, red failure
messages will be displayed.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/diag/diagnostics.sh [-h] [-q] [-v]
-h --help: Help - displays this help
-q --quiet: Quiet - display only failed diagnostics
-v --verbose: Verbose - display *all* diagnostics (by default, some are grouped for
readability)
Run Specific Diagnostics:
--basic_ports : Run Basic Port Checks
--qns_login : Check qns user passwordless login
--diskspace : Check diskspace
--swapspace : Check swap space
--clock_skew : Check clock skew between lb01 and various hosts (Full Environment only)
--qns_diagnostics : Retrieve diagnostics from QPS java processes
--ha_proxy : Connect to HAProxy and check status (Full Environment only)
--vm_allocation : Ensure VM Memory and CPUs have been allocated according to
recommendations
--virtual_ips : Ensure Virtual IP Addresses are operational
--radius : Run radius specific checks
--ignored_hosts : Ignores certain hosts in a comma separated list. (useful if no portal)
--get_replica_status : Get the status of the replica-sets present in environment. (Full
Environment only)
--get_sharded_replica_status : Get the status of the shards present in environment. (Full
Environment only)
--get_shard_health : Get the status of the sharded database information present in
environment. (Full Environment only)
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Executable on VMs


All (except portal and sessionmgr)

Example
[root@pcrfclient01 ~]# diagnostics.sh
QNS Diagnostics
Checking basic ports (80, 7070, 27017, 27717-27720, 27749, 8080, 9091)...[PASS]
Checking qns passwordless logins on all boxes...[PASS]
Validating hostnames...[PASS]
Checking disk space for all VMs...[PASS]
Checking swap space for all VMs...[PASS]
Checking for clock skew...[PASS]
Retrieving QNS diagnostics from qns01:9045...[PASS]
Retrieving QNS diagnostics from qns02:9045...[PASS]
Checking HAProxy status...[PASS]
Checking VM CPU and memory allocation for all VMs...[PASS]
Checking Virtual IPs are up...[PASS]
[root@pcrfclient01 ~]#

list_installed_features.sh
Displays the features and versions of the features that are installed on each VM in the environment.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/diag/list_installed_features.sh
Executable on VMs


All

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/diag/list_installed_features.sh
Features installed on lb01:9045
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.iomanager.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
Features installed on lb02:9045
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.iomanager.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
Features installed on qns01:9045
com.broadhop.balance.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.balance.spr.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.custrefdata.service.feature=2.4.2.r072158
com.broadhop.diameter2.local.feature=3.4.2.r072694
com.broadhop.externaldatacache.memcache.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.policy.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.spr.dao.mongo.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.spr.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.ui.controlcenter.feature=3.4.2.r070445
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.interface.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.ws.service.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.vouchers.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.ws.service.feature=1.5.2.r071537
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Features installed on qns02:9045
com.broadhop.balance.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.balance.spr.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.custrefdata.service.feature=2.4.2.r072158
com.broadhop.diameter2.local.feature=3.4.2.r072694
com.broadhop.externaldatacache.memcache.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.policy.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.spr.dao.mongo.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.spr.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.ui.controlcenter.feature=3.4.2.r070445
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.interface.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.ws.service.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.vouchers.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.ws.service.feature=1.5.2.r071537
Features installed on qns03:9045
com.broadhop.balance.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.balance.spr.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.custrefdata.service.feature=2.4.2.r072158
com.broadhop.diameter2.local.feature=3.4.2.r072694
com.broadhop.externaldatacache.memcache.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.policy.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.spr.dao.mongo.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.spr.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.ui.controlcenter.feature=3.4.2.r070445
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.interface.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.ws.service.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.vouchers.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.ws.service.feature=1.5.2.r071537
Features installed on qns04:9045
com.broadhop.balance.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.balance.spr.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.custrefdata.service.feature=2.4.2.r072158
com.broadhop.diameter2.local.feature=3.4.2.r072694
com.broadhop.externaldatacache.memcache.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.policy.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.spr.dao.mongo.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.spr.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.ui.controlcenter.feature=3.4.2.r070445
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.interface.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.ws.service.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.vouchers.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.ws.service.feature=1.5.2.r071537
Features installed on pcrfclient01:9045
com.broadhop.controlcenter.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.faultmanagement.service.feature=1.0.2.r071534
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
Features installed on pcrfclient02:9045
com.broadhop.controlcenter.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.faultmanagement.service.feature=1.0.2.r071534
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
Features installed on all (combined)
com.broadhop.balance.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
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com.broadhop.balance.spr.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.controlcenter.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.custrefdata.service.feature=2.4.2.r072158
com.broadhop.diameter2.local.feature=3.4.2.r072694
com.broadhop.externaldatacache.memcache.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.faultmanagement.service.feature=1.0.2.r071534
com.broadhop.infrastructure.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.iomanager.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.policy.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.server.runtime.product=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.snmp.feature=7.0.2.r072627
com.broadhop.spr.dao.mongo.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.spr.feature=2.3.2.r071887
com.broadhop.ui.controlcenter.feature=3.4.2.r070445
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.interface.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.unifiedapi.ws.service.feature=2.3.2.r072695
com.broadhop.vouchers.service.feature=3.4.2.r071203
com.broadhop.ws.service.feature=1.5.2.r071537

reinit.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It SSHs to all the CPS VMs and triggers the
/etc/init.d/vm-init.sh script on each VM to download all the puppet scripts, CPS softwares, /etc/hosts files
and updates the VM with the new software from Cluster Manager to the VM.
Refer to the vm-init.sh, page 113 command to trigger this process for a single VM as opposed to all VMs.
Syntax
/var/qps/install/current/scripts/upgrade/reinit.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/install/current/scripts/upgrade/reinit.sh
Running pupdate on lab
Updating /etc/hosts file from installer VM...
Updating /etc/facter/facts.d/bxb1-lb01...
Updating /etc/puppet from installer VM...

restartall.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It stops and restarts all of the qns services on all VMs in the CPS
cluster. This command is also executed when new software is installed on VMs.
Refer to restartqns.sh, page 106 to restart qns services on a specific VM as opposed to all VMs.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/restartall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/restartall.sh
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Currently active LB: lb01
This process will restart all QPS software on the nodes in this order:
lb02 pcrfclient02 qns01 qns02 pcrfclient01 lb01

restartqns.sh
This command stops and restarts all qns services on the target VM.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/restartqns.sh hostname
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/restartqns.sh qns01
/var/qps/bin/control/restartqns.sh pcrfclient01

runonall.sh
Executes a command, as provided as an argument, on all of the VMs listed in the servers file. These commands must be
run as the CPS user on the remote VMs, or they will fail to execute properly.
Syntax
/opt/broadhop/control/runonall.sh <executable command>
Executable on VMs


All

Example
/opt/broadhop/control/runonall.sh ntpdate -u

service
This command is used to control individual services on each VM.
Syntax
service < option > | --status-all | [ service_name [ command | --full-restart ] ]
Caution: Do not use this command for any services managed by the monit service. Use the monit summary command
to view the list of services managed by monit. The list of services managed by monit is different on each CPS VM.

startall.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It starts all qns services on all VMs in the CPS cluster. This command
is also executed when a new software is installed on VMs.
Refer to startqns.sh, page 107 to start services on a specific VM as opposed to all VMs.
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Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/startall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/startall.sh

startqns.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It starts all qns services on the specified VM.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/startqns.sh hostname
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/startqns.sh qns01
/var/qps/bin/control/startqns.sh pcrfclient01

statusall.sh
This command displays whether the services managed by monit are stopped or running on all VMs. This script can be
executed from Cluster Manager or pcrfclient.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/statusall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager



pcrfclient01/02

Output
For each process or program, the command displays:




Status
—

Running – the process/Program is healthy and running

—

Does not exist – the process id specified in the /var/run/processname-pid does not exist. This is a cause for
concern if recurring.

—

Waiting – This is normal for a program /process monitored by monit

—

Status ok – This is normal for a program monitored by monit

Monitoring Status
—

Monitored – The process/program is being monitored
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—

Not Monitored – The process/program is not under the control of monit

—

Waiting – A transient state which reports as waiting depending upon when the statusall.sh command is run which
internally uses monit status command.
For more details, see: https://bitbucket.org/tildeslash/monit/issue/114/



Uptime
The number of days, hours, and minutes the process or program has been running.

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/control/statusall.sh
Executing 'sudo /usr/bin/monit status' on all QNS Servers
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 2h 12m
Process 'snmptrapd'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'snmpd'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
2h 12m
Process 'sessionmgr-27017'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'qns-2'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'qns-1'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'memcached'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'logstash'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'elasticsearch'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'collectd'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'carbon-cache'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
Process 'carbon-aggregator'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
uptime
15h 33m
System 'lab'
status
Running
monitoring status
Monitored
Connection to 127.0.0.1 closed.
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stopall.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It stops the qns services on each VMs in the CPS cluster.
Refer to stopqns.sh, page 109 to stop qns services on a specific VM as opposed to all VMs.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/stopall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/stopall.sh

stopqns.sh
This command is executed from Cluster Manager. It stops all qns services on the specified VM.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/stopqns.sh hostname
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
/var/qps/bin/control/stopqns.sh qns01

summaryall.sh
This command provides a brief status of the services managed by monit on all VMs in the CPS cluster.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/summaryall.sh
Executable on VMs


Cluster Manager

Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/control/summaryall.sh
Executing 'sudo /usr/bin/monit summary' on all QNS Servers
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 4d 16h 53m
Process
Process
Program
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process
Process

'snmptrapd'
'snmpd'
'vip_trap'
'qns-4'
'qns-3'
'qns-2'
'qns-1'
'memcached'
'haproxy-diameter'
'haproxy'

Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
Running
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Process 'corosync'
Running
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Status ok
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Waiting
Process 'collectd'
Running
System 'lb01'
Running
Connection to lb01 closed.
monit: Status not available -- the monit daemon is not running
Connection to lb02 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 28d 17h 53m
Process 'snmpd'
Running
Process 'memcached'
Running
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Status ok
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Waiting
Process 'collectd'
Running
System 'sessionmgr01'
Running
Connection to sessionmgr01 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 28d 17h 53m
Process 'snmpd'
Running
Process 'memcached'
Running
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Status ok
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Waiting
Process 'collectd'
Running
System 'sessionmgr02'
Running
Connection to sessionmgr02 closed.
monit: Status not available -- the monit daemon is not running
Connection to qns01 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 3d 15h 53m
Process 'snmpd'
Process 'qns-1'
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Process 'collectd'
System 'qns02'
Connection to qns02 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 4d 20h

Running
Running
Status ok
Waiting
Running
Running
12m

Process 'snmpd'
Running
Program 'db_trap'
Waiting
Program 'failover_trap'
Waiting
Program 'qps_process_trap'
Waiting
Program 'admin_login_trap'
Waiting
Program 'vm_trap'
Waiting
Program 'gr_site_status_trap'
Waiting
Program 'qps_message_trap'
Waiting
Process 'qns-2'
Waiting
Process 'qns-1'
Waiting
Program 'monitor_replica'
Waiting
Process 'logstash'
Running
Program 'mon_db_for_callmodel'
Status ok
Process 'elasticsearch'
Running
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Status ok
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Waiting
Process 'collectd'
Running
Process 'carbon-cache'
Running
Process 'carbon-aggregator'
Running
System 'pcrfclient01'
Running
Connection to pcrfclient01 closed.
/etc/monit.d/gr_mon_db_for_callmodel:1: Error: service name conflict, mon_db_for_callmodel already
defined '"/var/qps/bin/support/gr_mon/mon_db_for_callmodel.sh"'
Connection to pcrfclient02 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 18d 23h 52m
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Process 'snmpd'
Running
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Status ok
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
Waiting
System 'portal01'
Running
Connection to portal01 closed.
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 19d 21h 23m
Process 'snmpd'
Program 'cpu_load_monitor'
Program 'cpu_load_trap'
System 'portal02'
Connection to portal02 closed.

Running
Status ok
Waiting
Running

Executing '[[ -f /etc/init.d/qns ]] && /etc/init.d/qns status' on all QNS Servers
qns-1 (pid 23434) is running...
qns-2 (pid 23606) is running...
qns-3 (pid 23548) is running...
qns-4 (pid 23488) is running...
Connection to lb01 closed.
qns-1 (pid 21591) is running...
qns-2 (pid 21706) is running...
qns-3 (pid 21646) is running...
qns-4 (pid 21788) is running...
Connection to lb02 closed.
Connection to sessionmgr01 closed.
Connection to sessionmgr02 closed.
qns-1 is stopped
Connection to qns01 closed.
qns-1 (pid 16170) is running...
Connection to qns02 closed.
qns-1 (pid 28723) is running...
qns-2 (pid 28782) is running...
Connection to pcrfclient01 closed.
qns-1 is stopped
qns-2 is stopped
Connection to pcrfclient02 closed.
Connection to portal01 closed.
Connection to portal02 closed.

syncconfig.sh
This command is executed to synchronize the changes to the VM nodes. The files in the
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop are zipped to a file and stored in /var/www/html. The puppet scripts in
VM downloads the file to the VM and applies the changes to the VM.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/update/syncconfig.sh
/var/qps/install/currentfolder/scripts/bin/update/syncconfig.sh
where, currentfolder is version of the current installation.
For example, for CPS 7.0.5, it is 7.0.5.
/var/qps/install/7.0.5/scripts/bin/update/syncconfig.sh
Executable on VMs


All
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Example
[root@host /]# /var/qps/bin/update/syncconfig.sh
Building /etc/broadhop...
Copying to /var/qps/images/etc.tar.gz...
Creating MD5 Checksum...

top_qps.sh
This command displays performance statistics of CPS VMs.
Syntax
/var/qps/bin/control/top_qps.sh <time>
where <time> is the number of seconds for which the statistics are to be captured.
Executable on VMs


pcrfclient01/02

Output


Average time in ms.



Number of message transactions processed during n seconds, where n is an integer value in seconds.



Transactions per second (TPS) is messages/n.



Error shows any error occurred during execution on qns VM. It could be db error, authentication failure etc. Details
of error can be seen in consolidated engine or consolidated qns log.



Times used is how much total time it took to process the message.
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Example

vm-init.sh
This command is executed from the VM nodes from /etc/init.d, (starts up automatically if VM reboots too). It
downloads all the puppet script, CPS software, /etc/hosts files and updates the VM with the new software.
This command only updates the software and does not restart the CPS software. The new software will be run only after
process restart (for example, by executing /var/qps/bin/control/restartall.sh script from Cluster Manager).
Syntax
/etc/init.d/vm-init.sh
Executable on VMs


Any CPS VM

Example
/etc/init.d/vm-init.sh
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First Published: November 2, 2015
Last Updated: November 2, 2015
3G systems

3G is the third generation of mobile phone standards and technology. It is based on the international
Telecommunication Union (ITU) family of standards under the International Mobile Telecommunications
Programme, MT-2000.

3GPP

Third Generation Partnership Project

4G System

4G is the fourth generation of cellular wireless standards, a successor to the 3G and 2G families of
standards. In 2008, the ITU-R organization specified the IMT-Advanced (International Mobile
Telecommunications Advanced) requirements for 4G standards, setting peak speed requirements for
4G service at 100 Mbit/s for high mobility communication (such as from trains and cars) and 1 Gbit/s
for low mobility communication (such as pedestrians and stationary users.

A
AAA/AAR

Authorize/Authenticate-Request/Answer

ADC

Application Detection and Control

ADN

Application Delivery Network

AF

Application Function
Element offering application(s) that use IP bearer resources. NOTE: One example of an AF is the
P-CSCF of the IM CN subsystem.

AF Session

Application-level session established by an application-level signaling protocol offered by the AF that
requires a session set-up with explicit session description before the use of the service.
Note: One example of an application session is an IMS session.

AN Gateway

Access Network Gateway

answer service
template
API

A service template for Diameter; answering a request.
Application Programming Interface

application

A Diameter application that defines the data needed to perform various related actions.
Application Service A business entity responsible for the application that is being/will be used by a UE, which may be either
Provider
an AF operator or has an association with the AF operator.
ARAC-F
Access Resource Admission Control Function
ARP

Allocation and Retention Priority

ASA

Command for an Abort Session Answer

ASP

Application Service Provider

ASR

Command for an Abort Session Request

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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authorised QoS

The maximum QoS that is authorized for a service data flow. In case of an aggregation of multiple
service data flows within one IP-CAN bearer (e.g. for GPRS a PDP context), the combination of the
“Authorized QoS” information of the individual service data flows is the “Authorized QoS” for the
IP-CAN bearer. It contains the QoS class identifier and the data rate.

AVP

Attribute Value Pair
See RFC 3588 [5], corresponds to an Information Element in a Diameter message.

B
BBERF

Bearer Binding and Event Reporting Function

BBF

Bearer Binding Function

BG

Border Gateway

binding

PCRF process of associating IP flows described in AF Service Information with IP-CAN bearers. The
association between a service data flow and the IP-CAN bearer (for GPRS the PDP context)
transporting that service data flow.

binding mechanism The method for creating, modifying and deleting bindings.
blueprint
Predefined packages of data (Policies, Reference Data, and so on) managed by Cisco Policy Builder 7.0
and used to start an implementation project quickly.
BNG
Broadband Network Gateway
BSS

Block Started by Symbol/Business Support Systems

bursting

Subscriber session where periods of rapid and high transmission spiking are followed by quiescent,
silent, periods.

C
calculated session
class

A calculated session class stores attributes and recalculates them each time a policy references the
calculated session objects. A calculated session class sets its own data. It can calculate what a value
should be and will evaluate that data whenever asked rather than waiting for other policies to set its
information.

calculator
decorator

A Calculator Decorator stores attributes that are recalculated each time the policies reference the
calculator object. A Calculated Decorator sets its own data. It can calculate what a value should be
and will evaluate that data whenever asked, e.g. TimeSpentThisSession.

CAPEX

Capacity Expansion/Capital Expense

CAR

CDR Analysis and Reporting from Cisco Systems

CCA

Credit Control Answer

CCR

Credit Control Request

CDR

Call Detail Record

charging control

The process of associating packets, belonging to a service data flow, to a charging key and applying
online charging and/or offline charging, as appropriate.

charging key

Information used by the online and offline charging system for rating purposes.

child

Some other subcomponent on the hierarchy tree, which occupies the left pane.

class

In object-oriented programming, a class is a construct that is used as a blueprint (or template) to
create objects of that class. This blueprint describes the state and behavior that the objects of the
class all share.
An object of a given class is called an instance of the class. The class that contains that instance can
be considered as the type of that object, e.g. a type of an object of the “Fruit” class would be “Apple”.

CLI

Command Line Interface
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CMS

In Subscriber Services Portal (SSP), this means Content Management System. The CMS helps the
provider develop skins for subscriber pages.

CNR

Cisco Network Registrar from Cisco Systems

CoA

Change of Authentication/Change of Authorization/Certificate of Authority

CoA shared secret

A piece of data such as a password or pass phrase, known only by the entities involved in a secure
communication for the purposes of authentication.

CODEC

Coder-decoder

condition phrase

A Condition which can be used by a policy. For example, A user exists with name X.

configured
blueprint

An implementation of a blueprint (either initial or and extension) to which configured extension points
will be added.

configured
extension point

A configured extension point provides a way to add policies to your Cisco Network Suite system,
augmenting the standard policies Cisco Network Suite provides.

configured trigger
extension point

Configured trigger extension points let you specifically start and stop a session, based on criteria you
specify.

COPS

Common Open Policy Service

COTS

Common Off-the-shelf

CPS

Cisco Policy Suite, Cisco Systems, Inc. collection of policy, PCRF, and PCEF software.

CRF

Charging Rules Function

CSG

Closed Subscriber Group

CSG ID

Closed Subscriber Group Identity

D
DCCA

Diameter Credit-Control Application

decision table

A type of policy which can simplify the creation of similar policies using a table/spreadsheet format.
For example, if username='A' then bandwidth='B' - Table (A,B): (jdoe, superhigh) (jdoe,superlow) (*,
default)

DHCP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol, one of the protocols in the TCP/IP networking suite.

Diameter

Diameter is a computer networking protocol for AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting). It
is a successor to RADIUS. Diameter controls communication between the Secure Ticket Authority
(STA) and any network entity requesting authentication.

DRA

Diameter Routing Agent

DRA binding

The PCRF routing information stored per UE or per PDN in the DRA, which include the user identity (UE
NAI), the UE IPv4 address and/or IPv6 prefix, the APN (if available) and the selected PCRF identity for
a certain IP-CAN Session.

DSL

Digital Subscriber Line

DWR/DWA

DW Request/DW Acknowledgment

dynamic PCC Rule

A PCC rule for which the definition is provided in the PCEF via the Gx reference point.

E
ECUR

Event Charging with Unit Reservation

ESXi

An operating system from VMWare permitting placement of the hypervisor onto a dedicated compact
storage device.
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event report

A notification, possibly containing additional information of an event which occurs that corresponds
with an event trigger. Also, an event report is a report from the PCRF to the AF concerning transmission
resources or requesting additional information.

event trigger

A rule specifying the event reporting behavior of a PCEF or BBERF. Also, a trigger for credit
management events.

extension

A software extension is a computer program designed to be incorporated into another piece of
software in order to enhance, or extend, the functionalities of the latter. On its own, the program is not
useful or functional.

extension blueprint A blueprint that depends on data from another blueprint.
extension point
A place in a Cisco Systems blueprint which can be extended with additional policies and policy groups
for a given client implementation. For example, Extension Point: 'Set User bandwidth' which would
allow a client to add specific policies to set bandwidth.

F
FON

Fiber Optic Network

FTTx

Fiber To The Wherever

G
Gateway Control
Session

An association between a BBERF and a Cisco Network Suite (when GTP is not used in the EPC), used
for transferring access-specific parameters, BBERF events, and QoS rules between the Cisco Network
Suite and BBERF. In the context of this specification, this is implemented by use of the Gxx procedures.

gating control

The process of blocking or allowing packets, belonging to a service data flow, to pass through to the
desired endpoint.

GBR

Guaranteed Bit Rate

GBR bearer

An IP-CAN bearer with reserved (guaranteed) bit rate resources.

GGSN

Gateway GPRS Support Node/Gateway General Support Node

GPRS IP-CAN

This IP-CAN incorporates GPRS over GERAN and UTRAN, see TS 23.060 [12].

GPRS_Core_Netwo
rk

The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) system is used by GSM mobile phones, the most common
mobile phone system in the world, for transmitting IP packets. The GPRS core network is the
centralized part of the GPRS system. It also provides support for WCDMA-based 3G networks. The
GPRS core network is an integrated part of the GSM network switching subsystem.

group of
applications
GSM - Groupe
Spécial Mobile

In usage monitoring, a set of ADC rules sharing a common monitoring key.

GTP

GPRS Tunneling Protocol

Gxx

Gx extension

GSM is a cellular network. Mobile phones connect to it by searching for cells in the immediate vicinity.
GSM (Global System for Mobile communications: originally from Groupe Spécial Mobile) is the most
popular standard for mobile phones in the world.

H
H-AF

Home Application Function

H-DRA

Home Diameter Routing Agent

H-PCEF

A PCEF in the HPLMN

H-PCRF

Home Policy Charging Rules Function

Home Routed
Access

Roaming scenario where the PCEF is located in the HPLMN. In a Home Routed roaming scenario, the
UE obtains access to the packet data network from the HPLMN.
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HPLMN

Home Public Land Mobile Network

HR

Home-Routed

HRPD

High Rate Packet Data

HSGW

HRPD Serving Gateway

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

I
I-WLAN IP-CAN

This IP-CAN incorporates 3GPP IP access of I-WLAN, see TS 23.234 [13].

IMS

A database system from IBM consisting of IMS/Data Base and IMS/Data Communications.

IMS

IP Multimedia Subsystem, a set of specifications from 3GPP for delivering IP multimedia to mobile
users.

initial blueprint

A root-level blueprint. This type of blueprint does not depend on data from another blueprint to exist.
The initial blueprint contains Policy Groups, Policies and Extension Points relating to a given piece of
functionality.

IP flow

Unidirectional flow of IP packets with the same Source IP address and port number, Destination IP
address and port number, Transport protocol. Port numbers are only applicable if used by the transport
protocol.

IP-CAN

IP connectivity Access Network
An IP transmission path of defined capacity, delay, and bit error rate.

IP-CAN bearer

IP transmission path of defined capacity, delay and bit error rate, etc. See 3GPP TS 21.905 [1] for the
definition of bearer.

IP-CAN session

The association between a UE and an IP network. The association is identified by one or more UE IP
addresses (one IPv4 and/or one IPv6 address) together with a UE identity information, if available, and
a PDN represented by a PDN ID (e.g. an APN). An IP-CAN session incorporates one or more IP-CAN
bearers. Support for multiple IP-CAN bearers per IP-CAN session is IP-CAN specific. An IP-CAN
session exists as long as the related UE IP addresses are assigned and announced to the IP network.

IPHK

Internet Protocol Host Key

ISG

Intelligent Services Gateway, a Cisco Systems policy enforcement point.

ISO

An ISO image (International Organization for Standardization) is an archive file (also known as a disc
image) of an optical disc, composed of the data contents of every written sector of an optical disc,
including the optical disc file system.

J
Java Action Phrase

An action a policy that is based on Java code.

Juniper

Juniper Networks provides high-performance network infrastructure.

L
LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol/Lightweight Data Access Protocol

Location

In Subscriber Services Portal (SSP) a location is the URL that a subscriber logs in to.

LTE

Long Term Evolution
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M
MAC

A Media Access Control address (MAC address) is a unique identifier assigned to network interfaces
for communications on the physical network segment.

MBR

Maximum Bit Rate

MMSC

Multimedia Message Service Center

Monitoring key

Information used by the PCEF and PCRF for usage monitoring control purposes as a reference to a
given set of service data flows that all share a common allowed usage on a per UE and APN basis.

MPS

Multimedia Priority Service

MPS session

A session for which priority treatment is applied for allocating and maintaining radio and network
resources to support the Multimedia Priority Service (MPS). MPS is defined in 3GPP TS 22.153 [31]

N
network session
information

All the information that Cisco Network Suite knows about a subscriber. The information is set by
Policies.

NGN

Next Generation Network

non-GBR bearer

An IP-CAN bearer with no reserved (guaranteed) bit rate resources.

O
object action
phrase
OCS

An action a policy can use that is based on Session objects in the Policy Builder GUI.

OFCS

Offline Charging System

operator-controlle
d service

A service for which complete PCC rule information, including service data flow filter information, is
available in the PCRF through configuration and/or dynamic interaction with an AF.

OSS

Open Source Software

OVF

Open Virtualization Format

Online Charging System

P
P-CSCF

Proxy-Call Session Control Function
The P-CSCF is the entry point to the IMS domain and serves as the outbound proxy server for the UE.

PA

Proxy Agent

packet flow

A specific user data flow carried through the PCEF. A packet flow can be an IP flow.

PBHK Port-bundle
Host-key

This provides an apparatus and method to associate a subscriber with one of many port bundles in an
aggregation device. The method reserves one of the port bundles for the subscriber if the subscriber
was not assigned a port bundle, changes the original source port number in a data packet to a port
bundle number, modifies the subscriber address to an assigned aggregation address, and issues a
request to a remote management device for authentication of the subscriber. Once a response is
received from the management device including the authentication or unauthentication of the
subscriber, the subscriber is mapped with the reserved port bundle in a port bundle object and the
reserved port bundle is then assigned to the subscriber. The apparatus has at least one source port to
receive a data packet, several port bundles coupled to the source port, each port bundle having a
memory with a port bundle object to associate the subscriber with one of the port bundles, a processor
coupled to the port bundles, and an output port coupled to the processor.

PCC

Policy and Charging Control
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PCC decision

A PCC decision consists of PCC rules and IP-CAN bearer attributes, which are provided by the PCRF
to the PCEF for policy and charging control.

PCC rule

A set of information enabling the detection of a service data flow and providing parameters for policy
control and/or charging control.

PCRF

Policy and Charging Rules Function

PCEF

Policy and Charging Enforcement Function

PDF

Policy Decision Function

PDN

Packet Data Network/Public Data Network/Process Data Network

PGW

PDN-Gateway

PME

Policy Management Engine

PMS

Payment Management System
An electronic payment method such as PayPal.

policy

The policy is the building block of the Cisco Network Suite. A policy checks if a certain set of
conditions is true and if so, executes actions. For example, if username='jdoe' then
bandwidth='superhigh'.

policy control

The process where the PCRF indicates to the PCEF how to control the IP-CAN bearer. Policy control
includes QoS control or gating control or both.

policy counter

A mechanism within the OCS to track spending applicable for a subscriber.

policy counter
status

A label whose values are not standardized and that is associated with a policy counter's value relative
to the spending limit(s) (the number of possible policy counter status values for a policy counter is one
greater than the number of thresholds associated with that policy counter, i.e policy counter status
values describe the status around the thresholds). This is used to convey information relating to
subscriber spending from OCS to PCRF. Specific labels are configured jointly in OCS and PCRF.

PEP - Policy
Enforcement Point

PEP is a component of policy-based management. When a user tries to access a file or other resource
on a computer network or server that uses policy-based access management, the PEP describes the
user's attributes to other entities on the system. The PEP gives the Policy Decision Point (PDP) the job
of deciding whether or not to authorize the user based on the description of the user's attributes.
Applicable policies are stored on the system and are analyzed by the PDP. The PDP makes it's decision
and returns the decision. The PEP lets the user know whether or not they have been authorized to
access the requested resource.

policy group

A logical grouping of policies that will be evaluated at the same time.
For example, Policy Group: 'Set User Bandwidths' could contain all policies which set bandwidth. They
would all be re-evaluated if something important to bandwidth changed.

Port-bundle Key
Length

For PBHK, the port bundle number:
Includes a range of sequential port numbers starting with a base port number.
Is approximated by range of sequential port numbers=2port bundle length.
The port bundle length is an integer between 1 to 16.

predefined PCC
rule
publish

A PCC rule that has been provisioned directly into the PCEF by the operator.
Represents sending the configuration data from the Cisco Policy Builder Client and 'publishing' it into
the QNS environment.
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Q
QCI

QoS Class Identifier. A scalar that is used as a reference to a specific packet forwarding behavior, for
example, packet loss rate, packet delay budget, to be provided to an SDF.

QME

Quota Management Engine

QNS

Cisco Network Suite, Cisco Systems, Inc. collection of policy, PCRF, and PCEF software.

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service
QoS class identifier A scalar used as a reference to a specific packet forwarding behavior (e.g. packet loss rate, packet
(QCI)
delay budget) to be provided to a SDF. This may be implemented in the access network by the QCI
referencing node specific parameters that control packet forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling
weights, admission thresholds, queue management thresholds, link layer protocol configuration, etc.),
that have been pre-configured by the operator at a specific node(s) (e.g. eNodeB).
QoS rule
A set of information enabling the detection of a service data flow and defining its associated QoS
parameters.
Query Map
Parameters that are passed during initial redirection to be saved in the subscriber's browser session
and included in QNS API calls.

R
RAA

Re-Authenticate Answer

RADIUS

Remote Authentication Dial in User Service

RADIUS service
template
RAN

A service template for RADIUS. This template can be either a request or answer.

RAR

Re-authorization Request

RCP version

QNS uses the R9 PCRF specification.

Radio Access Network

R9 includes the Gx, Gy, Rx, Sp, Gxx, and S9 interfaces. The Gxx and S9 interfaces were new in R8 and
are for roaming scenarios. The Cisco Systems, Inc. GA release is focusing on Rx, Gx, Gy, and Sp
(where Sp is not defined by the specification).
RDBMS

Relational Data Base Management System

Redback

Redback Networks Inc. provides networking solutions for IP-based services and communications.
Redback products create solutions that address building a next generation network.

Redirection

Redirect the detected service traffic to an application server (e.g. redirect to a top-up / service
provisioning page).

Repository

A software repository is a storage location from which software packages may be retrieved and
installed on a computer.
In the case of Cisco Policy Suite, we store the configuration and use data in a repository and manage
it with Subversion, a version control software.
Subversion maintains current and historical versions of the Cisco Policy Suite configuration and policy
files. You may use your own version Subversion control software if you have it.

Response service
template

A service template for Diameter used for answering a request.

RFC - Request for
Comments

One of a series of numbered Internet informational documents and standards widely followed by
commercial software and freeware in the Internet and Unix communities. Few RFCs are standards but
all Internet standards are recorded in RFCs. Perhaps the single most influential RFC has been RFC 822,
the Internet electronic mail format standard.
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root configured
blueprint

In Cisco Policy Builder, the Root Blueprint is the starting blueprint for a policy framework. In general,
this is always the starting blueprint used when configuring the policies. When first installed, the root
blueprint is selected and becomes known as the initial blueprint, which can then be added to or
modified, leaving the root blueprint unchanged.

RTCP

RTP Control Protocol

RTP

Real-time Transport Protocol

S
S-GW

Serving Gateway

S5/S8 PMIP

Proxy Mobile IP

Sandvine

Sandvine helps DSL, FTTx, cable, fixed wireless, and mobile operators understand network traffic,
mitigate malicious traffic, manage network congestion, and deliver QoS-prioritized multimedia
services.

SCUR

Session Charging with Unit Reservation

SDF

Service Data Flow

SDK

Software Development Kit

SDM

Subscriber Data Management

Service

An individual service defined by VSAs within the VSA. Contained in a service bundle as an offering to
a customer.

service bundle

A group of services that are offered to customers in a specific service location.

service data flow

An aggregate set of packet flows that matches a service data flow template.

service data flow
filter

A set of packet flow header parameter values or ranges, used to identify one or more of the packet
flows constituting a service data flow.

service data flow
filter identifier

A scalar that is unique for a specific service data flow (SDF) filter (used on Gx and Gxx) within an
IP-CAN session.

service data flow
template
service identifier

The set of service data flow filters in a PCC rule, required for defining a service data flow.
An identifier for a service. The service identifier provides the most detailed identification, specified for
flow based charging, of a service data flow. A concrete instance of a service may be identified if
additional AF information is available (further details to be found in clause 6.3.1).

service information Set of information conveyed from the AF to the Cisco Network Suite over the Rx interface, to be used
as a basis for PCC decisions at the Cisco Network Suite, including information about the AF session
(e.g. application identifier, type of media, bandwidth, IP address and port number).
service
The integrated set of functions that together enable a service provider to effectively define, deploy and
management
manage advanced multi-service offerings on their packet-based network. Key elements include:
identification and authentication, subscriber service profile management, service and policy
management, dynamic service portal, billing and payments. These functions form the critical service
management layer in the IMS framework, linking network applications with network infrastructure and
control.
service template
A template that defines what data needs to be sent for a given service.
Service construct that contains the basic VSAs required to create a service. Additional information,
such as access policies, billing rules and pricing are applied to a service template to create a specific
service.
session based
service

An end user service requiring application level signaling, which is separated from service rendering.
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session class

A logical grouping of fields into an object on the Session. Session classes allow having an “Address”
on the session, rather than listing “Street Name”, “ZIP”, “City”, for example, on the session.
A session class is used as a blueprint to create other session objects. In Cisco Network Suite, it is
possible to define more than one type of session.
Session classes populate the Conditions phrase list from which you set up policies.

session domain

Session domains track and hold data for later use. Classes make up the session domains. You can
configure what data to track and hold about a session.

session domain
decorator

Session Domain Decorators provide additional attributes to pre-existing domains. These are objects
that add (decorate) additional fields to the root network session.
Session Domain Decorators are of two types:
Session Domain Decorators—the static attributes from a subscriber session.
Calculator Decorators—the computable values that are available for use within a session period.

session info

Information about what data is currently in the session.

session key

A key or index or a field of the session that speeds up searching on that field, if needed.

Session Manager sessionmgr
SGSN

The database used by Cisco Policy Suite.

shard

A method of horizontal partitioning in a database or search engine. Each individual partition is referred
to as a shard or database shard.

shared secret

A piece of data, that is, a password or pass phrase, only known by the entities involved in a secure
communication.

SLA

Spending-Limit-Answer (SL-Answer)

SLR

Spending-Limit-Request (SL- Request)

SME

Cisco Systems’s Service Management Engine

SMSC

Short Message Service Center

SNA

Spending-Status-Notification-Answer (SN-Answer)

SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol

SNR

Spending-Status-Notification-Request (SN- Request)

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

SP Wi-Fi

Service Provider Wi-Fi

SPDF

Server-based Policy Decision Function

spending limit

A spending limit is the usage limit of a policy counter (e.g. monetary, volume, duration) that a
subscriber is allowed to consume.

spending limit
report

A notification, containing the current policy counter status generated from the OCS to the PCRF via
the Sy reference point.

SPR

Subscriber Profile Repository, a general name for a system or a database schema that holds
information about subscribers.

SQL

Structured Query Language/Standard Query Language/Search and Query Language

SRS

Software Requirements Specifications

SSL

Secure Socket Layer

STA

Session Termination Answer

Startup Action

An action that runs on startup.

STR

Session Termination Request

Serving GPRS Support Node
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subscribed
guaranteed
bandwidth QoS
subscriber

The per subscriber, authorized cumulative guaranteed bandwidth QoS which is provided by the
SPR/UDR to the PCRF.

subscriber
category

A means to group the subscribers into different classes, e.g. gold user, the silver user and the bronze
user.

subscriber data
source

The specified locale that stores the subscriber data. This could be SME, SuM, Unified SuM, an AAA
server, or an LDAP system.

subscription

A recurring service offering, usually on a monthly basis, purchased by the customer, requiring the
creation of a personal profile including a username and password.

SuM/Unified
SuM/USuM
svn

Subscriber Management, the Cisco Systems solution for a subscriber data source.

The end user customer of a service provider.

Tortoise Subversion, a version control software used as a data repository.

T
TDF

Traffic Detection Function

TDF session

For a TDF, an association, made by the PCRF, between an IP-CAN session and the assigned TDF.

TISPAN

Telecommunications and Internet-converged Services and Protocols for Advanced Networking

trigger extension
point

A place in a blueprint which allows adding conditions to indicate when a Policy Group should be
re-triggered.
For example, Trigger Extension Point: 'Set User bandwidth' allows a client to add a condition, 'new
user added to system' which will rerun the policies for setting user bandwidth.

TS

Technical Specification

U
UDC

User Data Convergence

UDR

User Data Repository

UE

User element, a subscriber’s hardware.Wireless telephone as user equipment in 3G mobile telephone
systems

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telephony System

uplink bearer
The network enforcement of terminal compliance with the negotiated uplink traffic mapping to
binding verification bearers.
Use Case Template In Cisco Policy Suite, the easily defined parts that are put together to form a Service. Fair Usage and
Quality of Service are examples of a use cases which are templatized in the Cisco Policy Builder
interface.
user-subscribed
A service provided to an end user as a subscription. Services may exist, but have no users subscribed
service
to them.

V
V-AF

Visited Application Function. thefreedictionary.com

V-DRA

Visited Diameter Routing Agent. thefreedictionary.com

V-PCEF

A PCEF in the VPLMN

V-PCRF

Visited PCRF
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VA

Visited Access

vendor

A vendor of Diameter. In Cisco Network Suite a vendor can represent a business in general, for
example, Cisco, HP, or Sun.

VIPlan

Virtual IP LAN

Virtual IP

Virtual IP address. A virtual IP address (VIP or VIPA) is an IP address that is not connected to a specific
computer or network interface card (NIC) on a computer. Incoming packets are sent to the VIP
address, but they are redirected to physical network interfaces.

Visited Access
(also known as
local breakout)
VLAN

Roaming scenario where the PCEF is located in the VPLMN. In a Visited Access Roaming scenario, the
UE obtains access to the packet data network from the VPLMN.

VPLMN

Visited Public Land Mobile Network

VSA

Vendor Specific Attribute

vSRVCC

Video Single Radio Voice Call Continuity

Virtual LAN

W
WISPr

Wi-Fi Internet Service Provider roaming

X
XML

Extensible Markup Language

Interfaces in the GPRS network
Ga
The interface server’s CDRs (accounting records) which are written in the GSN and sent to the
charging gateway (CG). This interface uses a GTP-based protocol, with modifications that supports
CDRs (called GTP' or GTP prime).
Gb
Interface between the base station subsystem and the SGSN. The transmission protocol could be
Frame Relay or IP.
Gd
Interface between the SGSN and the SMS Gateway. Can use MAP1, MAP2 or MAP3.
Ge

The interface between the SGSN and the service control point (SCP); uses the CAP protocol.

Gi

IP-based interface between the GGSN and a public data network (PDN), either directly to the Internet
or through a WAP gateway.

Gmb

The interface between the GGSN and the broadcast-multicast service center (BM-SC), used for
controlling MBMS bearers.

Gn

IP-based interface between SGSN and other SGSNs and (internal) GGSNs. DNS also shares this
interface. Uses the GTP Protocol.

Gp

IP based interface between internal SGSN and external GGSNs. Between the SGSN and the external
GGSN, there is the border gateway (which is essentially a firewall). Uses the GTP Protocol.

Gr

Interface between the SGSN and the HLR. Messages going through this interface uses the MAP3
protocol.

Gs

Interface between the SGSN and the MSC (VLR). Uses the BSSAP+ protocol. This interface allows
paging and station availability when it performs data transfer. When the station is attached to the GPRS
network, the SGSN keeps track of which routing area (RA) the station is attached to. An RA is a part
of a larger location area (LA). When a station is paged this information is used to conserve network
resources. When the station performs a PDP context, the SGSN has the exact BTS the station is using.
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Gx

The interface between the GGSN and the Cisco Systems Cisco Network Suite. It is used for
provisioning service data flow based policy and charging rules. Uses the Diameter protocol.
The on-line policy interface between the GGSN and the charging rules function (CRF). It is used for
provisioning service data flow-based charging rules. Uses the Diameter protocol.

Gx Plus

A vendor-specific Gx interface.

Gy

The on-line charging interface between the GGSN and the online charging system (OCS). Uses the
Diameter protocol (DCCA application).

Gz

The off-line (CDR-based) charging interface between the GSN and the CG. Uses GTP.

Ro

Interface to the RCP.

Rx

Interface to the RCP.

Sp

3GPP Release 9 interface that has no protocol associated with it.

Sy

The Sy reference point connects two ePDSNs in the 3GPP2 HRPD network.
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